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State-of-the-art non-destructive methods for diagnostic testing
of building structures – anticipated development trends

J. HOŁA, K. SCHABOWICZ
Wrocław University of Technology, Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27, 50-370 Wrocław, Poland.

The paper presents a survey of state-of-the-art non-destructive diagnostic techniques of testing build-
ing structures and examples of their applications. Much attention is devoted to acoustic techniques since
they have been greatly developed in recent years and there is a clear trend towards acquiring information
on a tested element or structure from acoustic signals processed by proper software using complex data
analysis algorithms. Another trend in the development of non-destructive techniques is towards assessing
characteristics other than strength in elements or structures, particularly the ones made of concrete or
reinforced concrete. The paper focuses on techniques suitable for: detecting defects invisible on the sur-
face, estimating the depth of cracks, determining the dimensions of elements accessible from one side
only and 2D and 3D imaging of reinforcement distribution in such elements. Finally, directions of further
development in this field are indicated.

Keywords: non-destructive methods, building structures, diagnostic testing

1. Introduction

The methods used in the diagnostic testing of building structures are divided into
destructive, semi-destructive and non-destructive methods. Destructive tests can be
applied to samples and natural-scale structural elements. Both are destroyed in the
tests. For this reason only a few representative natural-scale elements are subjected to
such tests. Semi-destructive tests are also applied to samples and natural-scale ele-
ments and structures and they involve a small (usually superficial) intrusion into the
structure of the material, resulting in local loss of service properties and requiring
repair. There is no such intrusion in the case of non-destructive tests which are applied
to mainly natural-scale elements and structures. Moreover, non-destructive tests can
be applied to the same elements and structures many times and at different times
whereby such methods are suitable for the diagnostic testing of building structures
during both their erection and the many years of their service life [3, 9].

Figure 1 shows a classification of non-destructive methods suitable for the diag-
nostic testing of building structures. The classification is based on [1, 4–5, 8–9].

This paper presents state-of-the-art non-destructive methods for the diagnostic
testing of building structures and examples of their application. Much space is devoted
to acoustic methods. The latter are being intensively developed and there is a distinct
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trend to acquire unequivocal information about the tested element or structure not on
the basis of raw acoustic signals registered by the testing equipment, but on the basis
of signals processed by appropriate software using complex mathematical algo-
rithms, artificial intelligence or wavelet transformations [2, 10, 13, 16, 18]. Such
software is part of the offered measuring sets. The paper also presents the anticipated
development trends.
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Fig. 1. Non-destructive methods for diagnostic testing of building structures
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2. Survey of state-of-the-art methods

The main aim of the currently developed non-destructive methods is to enable the
assessment of other characteristics than strength in structural elements and structures,
particularly the ones made of concrete or reinforced concrete. The R&D work focuses
on: the detection of defects invisible on the surface of structural elements, the assess-
ment of the depth of cracks, the determination of the dimensions of elements accessi-
ble from one side and the flat or 3D imaging of the reinforcement in such elements.
Table 1 presents six state-of-the-art methods selected by the authors, suitable for the
diagnostic testing of building structures. Subsequently, the methods are described in
detail.

Table 1. Selected state-of-the-art methods of non-destructive testing of building structures

No. Method Group
of methods

Measured
physical
quantity

Application

1 Parallel
seismic Acoustic

Acoustic
wave pass-

through time

Testing of concrete, reinforced concrete
and steel foundation piles, contiguous

piles and sheet piling

2 Impulse
response Acoustic Vibration

frequency
Testing of concrete, reinforced concrete

foundation piles, slabs and floor toppings

3 Impact – echo Acoustic Vibration
frequency

Testing of concrete and reinforced
concrete foundation slabs, floors, floor-

ing slabs, columns, beams, post-
tensioned concrete girders, sewers, etc.

4 Ultrasonic
tomography Acoustic Ultrasonic

wave velocity

Testing of concrete and reinforced
concrete flooring slabs, foundation slabs,

floor toppings, columns, beams, etc.

5
Ground

penetrating
radar

Electro-
magnetic Magnetic flux

Testing of soil subbase, concrete and
 reinforced concrete flooring slabs, foun-

dation slabs, floor toppings, columns,
beams, etc.

6 Impedance
tomography Electrical Electric po-

tential
Testing of masonry walls, pillars,

columns

2.1. Parallel seismic method

The parallel seismic method belongs to low-energy seismic methods. It is useful
for testing concrete and reinforced concrete, precast or cast-on-site foundation piles as
regards their length and the continuity of their cross section along the length [11, 19,
27–28]. It is also useful for determining the length of steel and reinforced concrete
sheet pilings and contiguous piles. This method involves boring a hole (deeper than
the element’s design length) along the investigated element. A hydrophone (operating
frequency of about 40 kHz) is placed in this hole. The hydrophone can move in the
hole along the pile. The pile’s head or cap is struck with a calibrated hammer and after
each strike the time it takes the acoustic wave to pass from the investigated element to
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the hydrophone is recorded. Dedicated software installed on a laptop (part of the meas-
uring set) is used to process the registered signals in order to determine the acoustic
wave passage time. A marked increase (sharp peak) in acoustic wave passage time reg-
istered along the length of the investigated element may indicate the element’s length
or a discontinuity in its cross section.

Fig. 2. Idea of parallel seismic method: a) measuring set, b) typical test procedure
c) test diagram, d) registered acoustic wave passage time [27–28]
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Figure 2 shows a measuring set used in the parallel seismic method, a diagram il-
lustrating the testing of a pile under a building and typical test results from which one
can determine the actual length of the tested element.

The method’s advantages are: the simple way of testing of both single piles and
capped sets of piles. The drawback is the necessity of boring a hole in the ground
along the side of the investigated element, which is not always possible.

2.2. Impulse response method

The impulse response method is useful for: detecting voids under concrete and re-
inforced concrete slabs laid on the ground (e.g. under a foundation slab or an industrial
floor), detecting the lack of interfacial cohesion (delaminations) in multilayer systems,
locating defective areas and inhomogeneities (honeycombing) in concrete elements
and checking the length and continuity of piles.

The idea of the impulse response method is shown in Figure 3. The measuring set
includes: a hammer, a geophone and an amplifier with a laptop.

Fig. 3. Idea of impulse response method: a) measuring set, b) typical trace of elastic wave F generated
by hammer, c) typical trace of elastic wave velocity w registered by geophone,

d) typical diagram of mobility Nav versus frequency

In the impulse response method an elastic wave is induced in the tested element by
striking its surface with the calibrated rubber-ended hammer in previously selected
measuring points [6−8, 12, 14]. The signal of the elastic wave propagating in the ele-
ment is registered by the geophone and simultaneously amplified by the amplifier
(with a maximum frequency of 1000 Hz). The registered signals are processed by
dedicated software installed on the laptop being part of the measuring set. As a result,
maps of five characteristic parameters: average mobility Nav, stiffness Kd, mobility
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slope Mp, mobility times mobility slope Nav × Mp and voids index v are obtained for
the investigated surface.

Figure 4 shows typical maps of average mobility obtained by the impulse response
method. The results in Figure 4a are for a concrete floor topping. The defective area
(with a delamination at the topping/foundation slab interface) is demarcated by an
ellipse. Figure 4b shows typical test results for a foundation slab which cracked near
column 5.

The method’s advantages are: the simple way of testing (no need for any device to
couple the geophone with the base) and the fact that the method can be readily used to
test large concrete and reinforced concrete slabs. Its drawback is the rather low defect
location precision and the complicated interpretation of the results.

Fig. 4. Typical maps of one characteristic parameter on surface of tested element, obtained
by impulse response method: a) map of average mobility Nav for floor topping,

b) map of average mobility Nav for foundation slab

2.3. Impact-echo method

The impact-echo method is suitable for determining the thickness of concrete and
reinforced concrete slabs accessible from one side, detecting defects (delamination,
debonding, local flaws, cracks, etc.) in such slabs and floor toppings. The method is
particularly suitable for checking the interlayer adhesion in floor toppings, checking
the adhesion of repair layers to the base in various concrete and reinforced concrete
elements, determining the depth of cracks, checking the filling of tendons with ce-
ment grout in post-tensioned concrete girders and the diagnostic testing of sewer
mains [14, 17, 20, 24]. The impact-echo method consists in exciting an elastic wave
in the tested element by striking its surface with an exciter in the form of a steel ball.
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The frequency of the generated vibrations depends on the ball’s diameter and it
ranges from 10 kHz to 150 kHz. A dedicated software is used to record (in the am-
plitude-time system) the image of the elastic wave propagating in the tested element
and then to convert it into an amplitude-frequency spectrum by means of the fast
Fourier transform or artificial neural networks. The spectrum is subject to further
analysis.

The idea of the impact-echo method and the measuring set (consisting of measuring
probes with exciters in the form of a set of steel balls with different diameters, and
a laptop) are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Idea of impact-echo method: a) measuring set, b) exciters and measuring probe, c) typical
amplitude-frequency spectrum obtained when measuring thickness of concrete slab or floor topping,

d) typical amplitude-frequency spectrum obtained for defect in slab or floor topping, e) typical
amplitude-frequency spectrum for interlayer delamination in slab or floor topping

Exemplary test results obtained by this method are shown in Figure 6.
The method’s advantage is the simple way of testing without a need for any device

to couple the measuring probe with the base. The drawbacks are: the laboriousness of
the tests due to the close spacing of the measuring points, no possibility of determin-
ing the dimensions of defects (e.g. cracks) filled with water and difficulties in the in-
terpretation of the results.
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Fig. 6. Exemplary elastic wave amplitude-frequency spectrum registered by impact-echo apparatus
in post-tensioned concrete bridge girder: a) registered signal indicating missing cement

grout tendon filling, b) exposure confirming lack of filling

2.4. Ultrasonic tomography method

The ultrasonic tomography method is particularly suitable for testing concrete and
reinforced concrete elements accessible from one side in order to determine their
thickness and detect cracks, intrusions, voids and places which may be empty or filled
with a liquid or a material having a different density and different physical and me-
chanical properties than the surrounding concrete [21–22]. The method consists in
exciting an elastic wave in the tested element. The exciter is a multi-probe antenna
incorporating a few tens of independent ultrasonic probes. The probes generate ultra-
sonic pulses with a frequency of 50 kHz.

Figure 7 shows an ultrasonic tomography incorporating a special multi-probe ultra-
sonic antenna with computer and dedicated software enabling the recording of the
images.

Fig. 7. Ultrasonic tomograph: a) measuring set, b) measuring antenna
in coordinate system and possible images
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Typical images obtained by means of the ultrasonic tomography are shown in Fig-
ure 8. The images show the results of investigations aimed at determining the thick-
ness of a foundation slab accessible from one side. The arrows in figure 8b indicate
the shape and the actual thickness of the tested slab. In its middle zone the slab’s de-
sign thickness of 0.80 m was reduced to 0.40 m during construction [21].

Fig. 8. Exemplary images for foundation slab: image D
(arrows indicate shape and thickness of slab), b) image B

The advantage of this method is that no device is needed to couple the surface of
the tested element with the ultrasonic probes (dry point contact is used). Another ad-
vantage is that the test is fast whereby in a relatively short time one can test large ele-
ments, structures and surfaces. The drawback is the difficult interpretation of the re-
sults, partly due to the testing personnel’s poor experience and to the fact that the
minimum dimension (width) of the tested element should be 500 mm.

2.5. Ground penetrating radar method

The ground penetrating radar (GPR) method is used to determine or detect: thick-
ness, delaminations, large voids, extensive defects and reinforcement bars in concrete
and reinforced concrete elements accessible from one side. Literature reports suggest
that it is also useful for assessing concrete dampness [5, 9–10, 26].

According to table 1 this method belongs to electromagnetic methods. The testing
probes, depending on the purpose of the GPR, generate electromagnetic waves with
a frequency of 0.1–2.5 GHz. The transmitting-receiving probe (antenna) is equipped
with wheels whereby it can travel on the surface of the tested element. It is connected
by a transmission cable or via a radio link with a data recorder.

A typical GPR set is shown in Figure 9. It includes a control unit in the form of
a special transmitting-receiving probe, a data recorder, a distance measuring device
and a measuring pad.

Figure 9b shows an exemplary GPR image showing the distribution of reinforcement
in a model reinforced concrete element.
The advantage of the method is that elements with large surfaces can be quickly tested
in order to locate reinforcement. Its drawback is the rather low accuracy with which
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the reinforcement diameter and the thickness of the reinforcement cover are deter-
mined.

Fig. 9. GPR set (a) and its exemplary image showing reinforcement distribution
in model reinforced concrete element (b) [9, 26]

2.6. Electrical impedance tomography

The electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is suitable for determining dampness
distribution in brick walls affected by rising damp [15, 23].

Fig. 10. Test rig with measuring set for electrical impedance tomography

The method belongs to the group of electric methods and its aim is to obtain a 3D
image of dampness distribution in a brick wall through measurements of its electrical
properties. A picture of electrical conductivity distribution inside an investigated ob-
ject is produced on the basis of measurements of electric potential distribution on its
surface. The distribution of conductivity is determined through repeated measurements
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(for different configurations of the excitation probes) of potentials on the surface of
the masonry. The main difficulty in this method consists in experimentally determin-
ing the dependence between conductivity distribution and dampness for the particular
internal structure of the investigated element. The distribution of electric potentials on
the surface of an object depends on the distribution of conductivity inside the object.
Surface potential measurements are performed at different projection angles whereby
enough information is acquired to determine the distribution of conductivity inside the
masonry.

Figure 10 shows a measuring set (impedance tomography) built for this purpose.
Exemplary results obtained for a damp brick wall are shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Exemplary potential distribution results for damp brick wall (a) and comparison of relative distri-
butions of dampness and conductivity along height of investigated masonry

The method allows one to determine the distribution of dampness within a brick
wall. Its drawback is that currently no proper mass-produced equipment is available.

3. Anticipated development trends

The development of non-destructive methods for the diagnostic testing of building
structures aims at simplifying measurements through their automation. Currently more
or less successful attempts are made to develop various scanner designs for this pur-
pose. Such scanners are designed specifically for a particular test method, e.g. the
impact-echo method or the GPR method. Attempts are also made to develop robots
combining two or even three test methods. This stimulates search for more advanced
information tools for the analysis and interpretation of results obtained simultaneously
by several non-destructive test methods.

Figure 12a shows a scanner making it possible to automate the testing of concrete
bridge girders by the impact-echo method. Figure 12b shows robots equipped with
devices for testing large flat elements.
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Fig. 12. Examples of: a) scanner for testing vertical surfaces of concrete bridge girders,
b) robot for non-destructive testing of large flat concrete elements [25]

It is expected that researchers and designers will intensify their efforts aimed at
developing testing equipment allowing one to gain (similarly as in medicine) an
accurate picture of the inside of concrete, reinforced concrete and masonry building
elements or structures. Undoubtedly, this will lead to more precise location of various
defects and more efficient control of the execution of building elements and structures.
Moreover, it seems that the wired equipment used today will be replaced by wireless
systems in the nearest future.

4. Conclusions

On the basis of the literature on the subject and their own research the authors have
come to the conclusion that the current trend in the development of new non-
destructive methods for the diagnostic testing of building structures is mainly towards
detection of flaws and defects in concrete elements and structures and that acoustic
methods predominate in this field.

Similarly as in medicine, the trend is towards designing test equipment allowing
one to gain a picture of the inside of the tested element. Increasingly more often the
offered apparatus is equipped with software based on sophisticated mathematical algo-
rithms and artificial intelligence, which makes advanced analysis of the test results pos-
sible.

Attempts are made to develop scanners and robots not only in order to simplify and
automate repeatable tests performed on large structural elements and building struc-
tures, but also to use two or three test methods simultaneously.
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Najnowsze metody nieniszczące przydatne do diagnostyki
konstrukcji budowlanych – przewidywane kierunki rozwoju

W artykule przedstawiono przegląd wybranych najnowszych metod nieniszczącej diagno-
styki obiektów budowlanych wraz z przykładami ich zastosowań. Poświęcono sporo miejsca
metodom akustycznym, ponieważ w przypadku tych metod następuje obecnie nie tylko szybki
rozwój, ale i wyraźne starania w kierunku pozyskiwania informacji o badanym elemencie lub
konstrukcji na podstawie sygnałów akustycznych „przetworzonych” przez odpowiednie opro-
gramowanie wykorzystujące złożone algorytmy analizy danych. Zwrócono uwagę na fakt, że
aktualnie rozwój metod nieniszczących jest ukierunkowany na ocenę w elementach i konstruk-
cjach, a zwłaszcza tych wykonanych z betonu i żelbetu, innych cech niż wytrzymałość. Skupiono
się w pracy przede wszystkim na metodach przydatnych do: wykrywania wad niewidocznych na
powierzchni, oceny głębokości pęknięć, określenia wymiarów elementów dostępnych jedno-
stronnie, uzyskiwania obrazu płaskiego lub przestrzennego rozmieszczenia zbrojenia w takich
elementach. W końcowej części pracy zamieszczono informacje odnośnie do przewidywanych
dalszych kierunków rozwoju.
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For numerical simulation of crack modelling in fracture mechanics the eXtended finite element
method (Xfem) has been recently accepted as a new powerful and efficiency methodology. In the paper
we present the details of implementation of the Xfem algorithm in our in-house finite elements based
software. Also, in this study, we investigated the impact of the node enrichment variations on results of
the developed numerical procedure. In this study, objective was to examine the properties of standard
Xfem algorithm without using of Near Tip enriching functions in order to create possibilities for future
application Xfem in the zone of plasticity. In order to evaluate the computational accuracy, numerical
results for the Stress Intensity Factors are compared with both theoretical and conventional finite element
data. Obtained numerical results have shown a good agreement with the benchmark solutions. For calcu-
lation of the Stress Intensity Factors (SIF), we used the J-Equivalent Domain Integral (J-EDI) Method.
Computational geometry issues, associated with the representation of the crack and the enrichment of the
finite element approximation, are discussed in detail.

Keywords: Xfem, node enrichment variations, SIF, J-EDI method

1. Introduction

The extended finite element method, Xfem, attempts to alleviate the computational
challenges associated with mesh generation by not requiring the finite element mesh to
conform to cracks, and in addition, it provides using of higher-order elements or spe-
cial finite elements without significant changes in the formulation. Basis of the method
proposed by Belytchko and Black [1], were presented in [2] for the two-dimensional
cracks.

The essence of the Xfem lies in sub-dividing a model problem into two distinct parts:
mesh generation for the geometric domain (cracks not included), and enriching the
finite element approximation by additional functions that model the flaw(s) and other
geometric entities. Modelling crack growth in a traditional finite element framework is
cumbersome due to need for the mesh to match the geometry of the discontinuity.
Many methods require remeshing of the domain at each time step. In the Xfem there is
no need for the remeshing, because the mesh is not changed as the crack grows and is
completely independent of the location and geometry of the crack. The enriching
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functions in the standard formulation Xfem for fracture mechanics are divided into
two distinct types: discontinuity functions and asymptotic crack-tip function. The dis-
continuities across the crack faces are modelled by Heaviside step function. While the
displacement field near crack tip simulates using trigonometry functions derivates
from the basic formulation of Westergaard for the displacement field in near of the
crack tip. Near tip (NT) functions are defined by linear elastic crack tip displacement
field, i.e., asymptotic crack tip stress field (broken line in Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Stress field near the crack

However, in the majority of materials the stress at the crack tip is not asymptotic,
i.e., materials have elastic-plastic properties, and stress at the tip of crack can achieve
yield stress. In that case the tip of crack is not atomically sharp-pointed but obtuse and
parameter that represents the measure of crack tip obtuseness is crack tip opening dis-
placement (CTOD). This parameter has empiric character but is also has a great prac-
tical application [3], because it is used to simulate real crack tip obtuseness which
stems from the plastic deformation in the vicinity of the crack tip. For defining CTOD
very often is used strip yield model that was proposed by Dugdale (Figure 2) [3]. As
you can see in Figure 2 the tip is not sharp-pointed but it is obtuse with size δ – CTOD,
therefore it is necessary to adjust enrichment method in the Xfem formulation to the
new circumstance.

Fig. 2. Dugdale strip model of the stress around of the crack
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So, Xfem is applied for crack modelling in linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
[4–7]. The idea of this study is to examine the functioning of Xfem algorithm without
NT functions, in order to open the application of Xfem in the zone of elastic–plasticity
and plasticity. For this reason, in this study effectiveness of this algorithm is tested
when eliminating the function influence and obtained numerical results for the stress
intensity factors are compared with both theoretical and conventional finite element
data.

2. Extended finite element method (Xfem)

In this paper, the method of discontinuous enrichment is presented in general frame-
work. We illustrate how the two-dimensional formulation can be enriched for the crack
model. The concept of incorporating local enrichment in the finite element partition of
unity was introduced in Melenk and Babuska [4]. The essential feature is multiplica-
tion of the enrichment functions by nodal shape functions. The approximation for a
vector-valued function uh(x) with the partition of unity enrichment has the general
form [4]:
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where:
NI, I = (1, N ) are the finite element shape functions,
Fα(x), α = (1, M ) are the enrichment functions,

I
αb is the nodal enriched degree of freedom vector associated with the elastic as-

ymptotic crack-tip function that has the form of the Westergaard field for the crack tip.
The finite element shape functions form a partition of unity: 1)( =∑ x

I IN . In par-

ticular case, for the crack, the enriched displacement approximation, using Heaviside
and near tip functions, following [5–7], is written as:
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where:
uI is the nodal displacement vector associated with the continuous part of the finite

element solution,
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aI is the nodal enriched degree of freedom vector associated with the Heaviside
(discontinuous) function. The ( ),x y≡x denotes Cartesian coordinates in 2D space. We
denote by Nu the set of all nodes in the domain, and Nα the subset of nodes enriched
with the Heaviside function, and Nb is the subset of nodes enriched with the NT (near
tip) functions.

2.1. Enrichment functions

The enrichment is able to take a local form only by enriching those nodes whose
support intersects a region of a crack. Two distinct regions are identified for the crack
geometry, precisely, one of them is the crack interior and the other is the near tip re-
gion as it is shown in Figure 3. In the figure is shown a region of a crack for enrich-
ment by H and NT functions. The circled nodes are enriched with a dis-
continuous function, while the squared nodes are enriched with NT functions. It can
be noticed that this shape of enriching near the crack tip, is used in [5–6]. In this paper
we modified the modality of the nodes enriching near the crack tip (see next sections).

Fig. 3. Regions for standard enrichment near the edges of the crack [4–5]

• Generalized Heaviside function. The interior of the crack (Γc is the enrichment –
domain) is modelled by the generalized Heaviside enrichment function H(X), where
H(X) takes the value +1 above the crack and –1 below the crack [5–7]:
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where:
X is the sample (Gauss) point,
X* (lies on the crack) is the closest point to X,
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n is unit outward normal to crack at X* (Figure 4). It can be seen that in the first
published works [1–2] above shape modelling of the discontinuity was not used. The
formulation (3) begins to use due to practical numerical reasons.

• The near-tip crack functions. The crack tip enriched functions ensure that the
crack terminates precisely at the location of the crack-tip. The linear elastic asymptotic
crack-tip fields serve as suitable enrichment functions for providing the correct near-
tip behaviour, and in addition, their use also leads to better accuracy on relatively
coarse finite element meshes in 2D [2], [5–7].

Fig. 4. Illustration of the values of the Heavisade function above and below the crack

The crack tip enrichment functions in isotropic elasticity have form of the Wester-
gaard field for the crack tip:
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where r and θ  denote polar coordinates in the local system at the crack tip. It can be
noted that the second function of the set (4) is discontinuous over there crack faces [1],
[2]. The discontinuity over the crack faces can be obtained using other functions like
Heaviside function (3), which have discontinuity. Let the element which contain the
crack tip is denoted as CT element. In the papers [4–6] the discontinuity behind the tip
in the CT element is accomplished by second function of the set (4). In this paper (see
Figure 6), the discontinuity in the CT element we have achieved with Heaviside func-
tion (3).

2.2. Level set reparation of the crack

In this paper a crack is presented using the set of the linear segments. The crack is
described by means of the tip position and level set of a vector valued mapping.
A signed distance function ψ(x) is defined over computational domain Ω using:
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( ) ( )[ ] ,min *
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where:
n is the unit normal to Γc,
X* is the closest point to X (Figure 4). The crack is then represented as the zero

level set of the function ψ(X), i.e.:

ψ(X) = 0.     (6)

The position related to the crack tip is defined through the following functions:

( ) ( ) ,tXXX ⋅−= CTγ   (7)

where:
t is the unit tangent to Γc at the crack tip Λc,
XCT is coordinate of Λc. The value ( ) 0γ =X  corresponds to the crack tip. We de-

fined LS functions ψ(X) and γ(X) in the whole computational domain. The crack and
the crack tip are represented like:

( ) ( ){ }.ttc 0,0,: ≤∧==Γ XX X γψ   (8)

In Figure 5, the definition of the s(X) and γ(x) around the crack is shown. For the
crack representations linear interpolation has been used. The Heaviside step function
(3) is modified using the LS function γ(X, t):

Fig. 5. Definition of the level set functions ψ(X) and γ (X) around the crack
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The near tip functions Fα(r, θ), α = 1, 4, that have form of the Westergaard field for
the crack tip [3], also should be defined using the LS functions, to obtain polar coordi-
nates in the local system at the crack tip (see Figure 6):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) .and 122

X
XXXXX

ψ
γθγψ −=+= tanr (10)

Apart from the other authors [4–6] we used NT functions only ahead the crack tip
(γ(X, t) > 0), while behind the crack tip (γ(X, t) < 0), we ensured discontinuity across
the crack (ψ(X, t) = 0), using only the step function H γ(X)). Therefore, the Wester-
gaard field was used only for derivation of the asymptotic stress field ahead of the
location near the tip i.e., γ(X, t) > 0 (see Figure 6a, b).

Fig. 6. The local enriched nodes of the element which contains the crack tip
a) standard (H+NT) enriched; b) enlarged (H+NT)* enriched; c) only (H) enriched

Since the NT functions are used for cracks in the linear-elastic materials, we have
considered the results in the case when the enrichment is done only by the H function
(Figure 6c). Enrichment by the H function is applied only behind the crack, hence
discontinuity is occurred. This algorithm is very important for the Xfem application
within elasto-plastic materials.

3. The weak form of the governing equations

To introduce a concept of discontinuous enrichment, we begin by considering the
domain of the problem Ω bounded by Γ, with an internal boundary Γc as it is shown in
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Figure 7. The boundary Γ is subdivided into two parts: Γu and Γt. The displacement is
prescribed on Γu, and traction is prescribed on Γt. In addition to the external boundary,
the crack surface presents an additional boundary inside Ω. The crack surface is de-
noted by Γc and is traction free; Γc consists of: +Γc  and −Γc , two coincident surfaces
and crack surface is traction free.

The discrete weak form for the linear elasto-statics is:

,dd 0
hhh

i
h
ii

h
ijij Uuut

hh
∈∀Γ=Ω ∫∫ Ω∂Ω

δδδεσ (11)

Fig. 7. The problem domain

where:
Ωh is the finite element domain,
σij is the Cauchy stress tensor,
ui are the displacement components hh

i Uu 0∈ and hhh
i Uu 0∈δ , are the approximating

trial and test functions used in the X-FEM, it are traction components and the sum has
repeated indices. The space Uhh is the enriched finite element space that satisfies the
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and which include the basis functions that are discon-
tinuous across the crack surfaces. The space hhU0 is the corresponding space with ho-
mogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Substituting the X-FEM trial and test functions in to the above equations, and using
the arbitrariness of nodal variations, the following discrete system of linear equations
on an element-by-element is:
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where:
{ }Tb

i
a
i

u
i ddd – is vector of nodal unknowns,

{ }Tb
i

a
i

u
i fff – external force vector,

Ke – elemental tangent stiffness matrix. The sub-matrices and vectors that appear
in Equation (12) are defined as:
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In the above equations, Ni is the standard finite element shape function that is
defined by i (i = 1, nen) of the finite element, where nen is the number of nodes in the
connectivity of the finite element. The number of degrees of freedom is  ndof = 2 in
2D elasticity. In Equation (18), α

i
u
i BB ,  and αb

iB are the strain interpolation matrices
[5].

4. The EDI method for J-integral evaluation

Rice [8] defined a path-independent contour J-integral for two-dimensional crack
problems in linear and nonlinear elastic materials. In general  the structural integrity
assessment of a cracked component requires a comparision of the crack driving force,
as measured by the stress intensity factor K, and materials fracture toughness, Kc. An
assessment involves either determining the critical loading to initiate growth of a known
crack or in estabilishing the critical crack size for a specified loading [9]. J-integral
founded practical application in determining stress intensity factor.

The contour J-integral is not the best suited form for finite element calculations.
Therefore, it is transformed into an equivalent domain form. The contour integral is
replaced by an integral over a finite-size domain. The standard J-contour integral
given in [10] is rewritten, by introducing a weight function q (x1, x2) into the EDI.
Hence, we define the following contour integral:

( ) ,2,1,,, =Γ−= ∫
Γ

kjiqdmuWJ jkiijkjk σδ (17)
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where:
Γ = Γ0 + Γ+ – ΓS + Γ– is the contour (Figure 8),
W is the strain energy density,
mj is the unit vector outward normal to the corresponding contour (i.e. mj = nj on Γ0

and mj = –nj on Γs),
q is the weight function defined as q = 1 inside the contour Γ and q = 0 for the do-

main outside Γ.

Fig. 8. Conversion of the contour integral into an equivalent domain integral

Taking the limit Γs → 0 leads to [11–12]:
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Applying the divergence theorem to Equation (18), we obtain the following expres-
sion:

( ) ( )∫∫ =−+−=
A jkjkiijjA kjkiijk kjiAdqWuAdqWuJ ,2,1,,

,,,, δσδσ (19)

where A is the area enclosed by G.
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4.1. Numerical evaluation of the J-EDI method

When the material of the considered structure is homogeneous and there are no
body forces, the finite element implementation of Equation (19) becomes very similar
to equation of the contour integral. The only difference is the introduction of the weight
function q when Equation (19) is used. With the isoparametric finite element formula-
tion the distribution of q within the elements is determined by a standard interpolation
scheme using the shape functions:
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where:
Qi are values of the weight function at the nodal points,
m is the number of nodes. The spatial derivatives of q  can be found using the usual

procedures for isoparametric elements. The equivalent domain integral in 2D can be
calculated as a sum of the discretized values of Equation (19) [10], [13]:
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Note that the addend in the Equation (19) must vanish for linear-elastic materials. The
terms within [. ]p are evaluated at the Gauss points, using that the Gauss weight factors for
each point are wp. The present formulation is for a structure of homogeneous material in
which no body forces are present. For the numerical evaluation of the above integral, the
domain A  is set from the set of elements about the crack tip.

5. Numerical examples

To illustrate the versatility and effectiveness of the enriched approximation, stress
intensity factors are calculated using standard FEM and Xfem that are incorporated in
our in-house software [14]. In this example we determined the stress field near the tip
and the stress intensity factor for the opening mode of fracture (KI). In Figure 9, the
rectangular plate with a centered crack is shown. The plate is subjected to uniform
uniaxial tensile stress σyy at two ends. The right hand half of the model is analyzed.

In the standard FEM, eight nodes elements and 2 × 2 Gauss quadrature are used. The
four nodes elements over the entire domain and 6 × 6 Gauss quadrature only in the part
of the domain with enriched nodes were used in the extended Xfem framework. The
numerical results of the stress field near the crack tip are obtained using both ap-
proaches, where two meshes were utilized (40 × 40 and 80 × 80). The numerical simu-
lation was performed using three version of X-FEM at the both meshes:
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• nodes are enriched by only using the Heavisade function (40 × 40 (H); 80×80 (H)),
(see Figure 6c);

• nodes are enriched by using the Heavisade function behind the crack tip and
standard NT enriched functions ahead the crack tip (40 × 40 (H + NT), 80×80 (H +
NT)), (see Figure 6a);

• nodes are enriched by using Heavisade function behind the crack tip and enlarged
NT enriched functions ahead the crack tip (40 × 40 (H + NT)*, 80×80 (H + NT)*), (see
Figure 6b).

Fig. 9. The centered crack in the rectangular plate

The stress field near the crack tip for the linear-elastic materials is asymptotic and
for this example theoretical result is available. The stress distribution, in the Gauss
points, near the tip of the centered crack, is shown in the Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Stress field σyy around the crack tip
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All numerical results tend to theoretical value. Also, it can be seen that stress in the
Gauss’s points closest to the crack tip, increases, i.e., tends to the asymptotic value. It
can be noticed that the influence of mesh density is bigger than for including the stan-
dard NT and enlarged NT functions. Hence, bigger mesh density with H enrichment
gives better results than minor mesh density with (H+NT) and (H+NT)* enrichments.
On the other hand, if we compare the models with the same mesh density, better re-
sults are obtained using standard (H+NT)  end enlarged (H+NT)* enrichment.

The numerical results for the stress intensity factor of the first mode are compared
to the theoretical values. The theoretical values are obtained using the following equa-
tion:

( ) .,teor abhbaFKI πσ= (22)

In Equation (22) correction factor F (a/b, h/b) for the given geometry, is taken from
[7] as F (0.5, 0.5) and in this case it has the value ≈ 1.9. According to the applied
loading and chosen correction factor, theoretical value of the stress intensity factor is

.52.7teor inPsiKI = The results for the stress intensity factor are shown in the Table 1,
obtained by integration of  the J-integral using the J-EDI method, corresponding to the
different integration domain rc. The radius of integration domain rc is defined in % of
the length of the crack a.

Table 1. Comparing the theoretical and the numerical results for the stress intensity factor

rc (%a)
KI

FEM4
40 × 40

KI
FEM8

40 × 40

KI
Xfem(H)
40 × 40

KI Xfem
(H + NT)
40 × 40

KI
Xfem(H + NT)*

40 × 40

KI
Xfem(H),
80 × 80

10 11.41 7.68 7.40 7.52 7.53 7.53
15 11.61 7.65 7.52 7.55 7.52 7.53
20 11.62 7.65 6.76 6.89 7.02 7.52
25 10.41 7.40 7.51 7.56 7.54 7.52
30 11.67 7.56 7.51 7.53 7.54 7.53
35 11.69 7.60 7.50 7.51 7.52 7.52
40 11.70 7.57 7.49 7.50 7.51 7.51

Av vel. 11.44 7.59 7.39 7.44 7.45 7.51
N/A % 52% 0.88% 1.73% 1.06% 0.99% 0.03%

The results for the stress intensity factor are obtained using: standard FEM with
4 node discretization (FEM4), standard FEM with 8 node discretisation (FEM8),
Xfem with only H enrichments (Xfem(H)), Xfem with H+NT standard enrichments
(Xfem(H + NT)), and Xfem with enlarged NT enrichments (Xfem(H + NT)*). In this
example the same size of elements are used in standard Xfem as well as in the ex-
tended Xfem. The difference is that the quarter of the rectangular plate with the central
crack is used in the standard FEM, and the half of the test model is used in the ex-
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tended Xfem. The results obtained using the FEM and the Xfem are compared to theo-
retical values and it is shown in Table 1. One can note that numerical experiment is
carried out by using the less favourably mesh (compared to 80 × 80). Evaluation is
given as N/A % (Numerical*100/Analitical).

In Figure 11, the stress field of the half model, around the central crack, that is ob-
tained by using Xfem is shown. Crack overlaps the elements edges, and there is no
physical separation of the joint sides of elements. In this case, the discontinuity at the
crack faces is modelled by using enrichment functions. In this figure, it can be noticed
that, within the extended Xfem framework, the stress concentration is located well,
i.e., placed at the real crack tip.

Fig. 11. The stress field around the central crack

In the Figure 12, the displacement field around the central crack obtained by ex-
tended Xfem is shown. It is worthy to stress that, without explicitly geometrical crack
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modelling, we obtained discontinuity in the displacement field over the crack faces by
using the Heaviside function.

Fig. 12. The displacement field around the central crack obtained

6. Conclusion

The essential idea in Xfem method is to add enrichment functions to the approxi-
mation that contains a discontinuous displacement field. The crack is described by
means of the position of the tip and level set of a vector valued mapping. The devel-
oped LS functions are used to determine values of NT functions. We also modified the
enriching of corresponding elements. The crack is presented as discontinuity in dis-
placements within the element. Xfem does not require projection between the mesh
and crack geometry, and allows arbitrary crack in the finite element mesh. The meth-
odology adopted for crack modelling belongs to the aspect enriching of the extended
finite element method (Xfem).
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In this study analysis was carried out on the ways of enriching around the crack tip,
and the size of finite elements of the value of stress field near the crack tip and stress
intensity factor around of the crack. At the same benchmark example, impact size of
finite element mesh is analyzed and ways of enriching in the Xfem. On the basis of
analysis it can be concluded that at the accuracy of results greater impact has mash
refinement than enrichment with NT functions. Gained results for the SIF and stress
field are more similar to analytical solutions using Xfem variations with H enriching
on the 80 × 80 finite element mesh than to Xfem variation with H+NT enriching on
the 40 × 40 finite element mesh. In this way, we came to the conclusion that the at-
tribute of Xfem algorithm without using Near Tip enriching functions gives satisfac-
tory results when used enough tiny mesh of finite elements and thus opens the possi-
bility of future application of the Xfem in the zone of plasticity.
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Ulepszenie algorytmu do numerycznego modelowania pęknięć

Rozszerzona metoda elementów skończonych eXtended (XFEM) jest ostatnio uznawana,
jako skuteczne i efektywne narzędzie do modelowania numerycznego w mechanice powsta-
wania pęknięć. W artykule przedstawiono szczególe zastosowania algorytmu XFEM we
własnym oprogramowaniu bazującym na metodzie elementów skończonych. Celem badań
było zweryfikowanie standardowego algorytmu XFEM w celu stworzenia możliwości przy-
szłej aplikacji tego algorytmu w obszarze plastycznym. W celu oceny dokładności obliczeń,
wyniki liczbowe współczynników intensywności naprężeń zostały porównane z teoretycz-
nymi i danymi z elementów skończonych. Uzyskane wyniki liczbowe wykazały dobrą zgod-
ność ze wzorcami rozwiązań. Do wyliczenia wskaźników intensywności naprężeń użyta
została metoda równoważnej całki J. Szczegółowo omówiono zagadnienia geometrii obli-
czeniowej związane z przedstawieniem pęknięcia i ulepszeniem aproksymacji w metodzie
elementów skończonych.
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Mechanical properties of parts produced
by using polymer jetting technology
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A study investigating the effects of orientation of parts produced in a layer based process with photo-
polymer materials is presented. Tensile and hardness testing methods have been used. The test results
show that the part producing orientation has an effect on the mechanical properties of the produced parts.
The analysis has shown that this is due to the heterogeneity absorption of light energy by the photo-
polymer material during the jetting process.
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1. Introduction

Rapid prototyping allows manufacturers and industrial designers to reduce product
development cycles and shorten the time-to-market of new products in many indus-
tries. The technology has been adopted primarily in major markets such as automotive,
heavy machinery, aerospace, electronics and consumer electronics, medical devices,
consumer goods, footwear.

Rapid prototyping polymer jetting technology utilizes ultra-thin layer 3-dimensional
printing system and photopolymer materials. The polymer jetting technology enables the
production of 3-dimensional parts with smooth surfaces and fine details. Parts are com-
pletely manufactured during the process of production and can be handled immediately.
A geometric model of conceptual design is created by means of CAD software which uses
STL or SLC formatted files. The technology has been developed by Objet Geometries Ltd.
company.

The production of parts using the polymer jetting technology can be applied in sili-
con moulding, rapid tooling, investment casting or vacuum forming.

The polymer jetting technology has been developed not only as rapid prototyping
technology to produce functional prototypes [1–2] but it can also be applied in rapid
manufacturing [3]. In these cases it is very important for the design process to know
the properties of materials that could be applied.

In the paper orientation effects of parts made from photopolymer by means of the
polymer jetting technology have been presented. In order to assess the mechanical
properties of the produced parts tensile and hardness testing methods are used. These
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kinds of tests should be taken into consideration during the layer based process when
mechanical properties of produced parts are important. The polymer jetting technol-
ogy can be used for manufacturing of functional prototypes.

2. Mechanical properties of polymer parts
produced by means of layer technology

Mechanical properties of parts produced by means of the polymer jetting tech-
nology have not been investigated widely so far, but a lot of work has been done in
order to define parameters for the layer technology, that is the laser sintering tech-
nology. The laser sintering technology is similar to the polymer jetting technology
because it applies a layer based system to create complex 3-dimensional parts and
uses photopolymer materials. In the technology CO2 laser traces out and selectively
sinters a layer of photopolymer powder material on the part being produced [4–5].

Gibson and Shi [6] examined anisotropy in polymer parts made by means of the
laser sintering technology. Tensile test bars were produced in different kinds of ori-
entation using a nylon material. The parts produced in the X-axis orientation showed
a higher average tensile strength value than those in the Y-axis orientation. The test
bars produced in the Z-axis orientation were of the worst tensile strength value.
However, in the test bar shape was not compatible with the ISO standards.

In the work [7] the effect of the produced model orientation by the laser sintering
technology for the nylon-12 material was examined. The researcher uses the tensile,
flexural and compression testing methods. The tensile tests showed a maximum dif-
ference of 16% in strength for test bars produced in the X, Y and Z-axes orientation.
The test bars produced in the X-axis orientation showed the highest strength while the
test bars produced in the Z-axis showed the weak strength value.

3. Polymer jetting technology

In the polymer jetting technology process layers are produced in the horizontal di-
rection (Z-axis) as shown in Figure 1. A jetting bridge (with 8 jetting heads) slides back
and forth along the X-axis similar to a line printer. Very thin photopolymer drops are
jetted in super-thin layers of just 16 μm onto an internal tray [8]. After creating each
layer UV bulbs (located alongside the jetting bridge) emit UV light and immediately
cause hardening of each layer. The internal tray moves down with a precise step and the
jetting bridge continues creating, layer by layer, until the produced part is completed.
Advanced software tools enable all heads of jetting bridge to jet identical amounts of
material on the internal tray, synchronously. This results in ultra-smooth surfaces. Pre-
cise mechanics, electronics and software features allow to produce most parts with accu-
racy from 100 μm to 300 μm according to geometry, part orientation and part size [8].

A raster process is used to produce models in the polymer jetting technology ma-
chine. It enables the production of models in slices of 65 mm not point-by-point. Several
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parts can therefore be created in the same amount of time. The combination of the raster
process with the high-speed mechanical movement reduces the production time.

Fig. 1. Scheme of Polymer jetting technology process: 1 – jetting bridge, 2 – jetting head,
3 – UV bulb, 4 – internal tray, 5 – produced part, 6 – supporting material

In order to cope with complicated geometries, such as cavities, overhangs, undercuts,
delicate features, and thin-wall sections, geometry of the support structure is pre-
programmed. Supporting material ensures no hard grid edges. When the model is com-
pleted, the supporting material is easy to be removed by water, leaving a smooth surface.
Two different materials are used for model building: one for the actual part, and the other
one for support.

An integral part of the polymer jetting technology is a group of proper materials
(photopolymer resins). It includes several types of flexible or rigid and transparent as
well as opaque model materials with multiple colours. A single support gel-like mate-
rial is used for all the types of materials the parts are produced.

Parameters of the polymer jetting technology machine are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Polymer jetting technology [8]
Parameter of model Value of parameter

1. Ultra-thin layer thickness 16 μm
2. Built resolution XYZ 42 × 42 × 16  μm
3. Accuracy 100 – 300 μm
4. Net build size XYZ (Eden 500V machine) 500 × 400 × 200 mm
5. Minimal wall thickness 0.6 mm

4. Experimental tests

It is important to show how the fabrication parameters of the polymer jetting tech-
nology influence the material properties of produced parts. This was achieved by car-
rying out experimental measuring.
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4.1. Experimental tests methodology

The tensile strength and the shore hardness of test bars which had been produced in
different orientation were measured.

All the test bars were produced using the polymer jetting technology machine
Eden 260 with photopolymer FullCure 720 material (resin in a transparent colour).
The process parameters applied were typical for this technology and were kept the
same for the all test bars. The test bar used for this research is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Test bars geometry: 1 – hardness measure field, 2 – narrow part, 3 – clamp part

Figure 3 shows the X, Y and Z-axes test bars orientation during the production. The
orientation of the test bars was chosen to assess the variations in mechanical properties
between the 1st (XY), 2nd (YZ) and 3rd (XZ) orientation. A total of 30 test bars were
produced for the test with 10 test bars for each orientation. The orientation of the test
bar during the fabrication is presented in Figure 4.

The Walter and Bai AG (FS-LFM-100 type) with a 10 kN load cell was used to
conduct the mechanical property test. Figure 5 shows the test bar during tensile proc-
ess and Figure 6 shows the test bars after a tensile process.

All the tests were conducted in the laboratory in the temperature and humidity at
22 °C and 40% relative humidity.

The tensile test and measure of the shore hardness were compatible with the ISO
standards (ISO 527-1; ISO 527-2; ISO 868) [9–11] and were conducted to observe
what effect the test bars orientation had on the test results. For the tensile test the
speed of 5 mm/min was used. The shore hardness Hd was measured in 5 points on the
clamp part of the test bar as shown in Figure 2. The stoltman type D durometer was
applied to measure the shore hardness.
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Fig. 3. Build orientation of test bars: 1st orientation (test bars number 1–10),
2nd orientation (test bars number 11–20), 3rd orientation (test bars number 21–30)

Fig. 4. View of internal trial with test bars before production process

Fig. 5. View of the test bar during tensile process, 1 – test bar
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Fig. 6. View of test bars after tensile process: for the 1st orientation (test bar number 2),
for the 2nd orientation (test bar number 12), for the 3rd orientation (test bar number 22)

4.2. Results of experimental tests

Figure 7 shows the characteristics obtained from the tensile test for the bar pro-
duced orientation. The analysis of the characteristics of the tensile test shows that the
bars produced in the 1st and the 2nd orientations show different results than for the
3rd orientation. For the 1st and the 2nd orientations a clear yield point occurs and for
the 3rd orientation brittle rupture occurs. The characteristics made for the 1st and the
2nd orientations are typical for plastics compound filled and reinforced  by small rods
while the characteristic  for the 3rd orientation with brittle rupture is typical for un-
filled plastics (ISO 527-1; ISO 527-2) [9–10]. Thus, it can be assumed that the tensile
strength for the 1st and the 2nd orientations is defined by the yield point σy and for the
3rd orientation by the breaking stress σB, Figure 8.

Based on above characteristics and the test bar measurements following para-
meters:

– tensile strength – for the 1st and the 2nd orientations the yield point σy, for the
3rd orientation the breaking stress σB,

– the elongation at break εB,
– reduction of the area at fracture υ defined by formula:

%,100
0

0

S
SS u−

=υ   (1)

where:
S0 – cross-sectional area of narrow part of test bar before break [mm2], see Figure 2,
Su – cross-sectional area of narrow part of test bar at the break point [mm2] were

calculated (ISO 527-1) [9].
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Fig. 7.  Characteristics obtained from the tensile test for: 1 – the 1st orientation,
2 – the 2nd orientation, 3 – the 3rd orientation

Fig. 8. Tensile strength for different materials: 1 – plastics compound filled and reinforced by small rods,
2 – unfilled plastics, σ – ensile strength, σy – yield point, σB – breaking stress, ε – elongation

A multi-sample statistical analysis of measured data was conducted (ISO 2602)
[12]. The confidence level was set to 95%.
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The results of the mechanical properties investigated are shown in Figures 9–11
and in Tables 2 and 3. They show average results from 30 test bars produced in each
orientation. The results of the hardness measurements are shown in Table 4 and in
Figure 12.

Fig. 9. Tensile strength σy and σB against produced orientation

Fig. 10. Elongation at break ε against produced orientation

The tensile test results for parts which were produced in the 2nd orientation pro-
duced the highest tensile strength, elongation at break εB, reduction of the area at
fracture υ values while the lower values were obtained from the parts produced in the
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1st orientation. Although the lowest values come from the ones produced in the 3rd
orientation, the results of hardness measurements from practical point of view are
similar for all orientations.

Fig. 11. Reduction of area at fracture υ against produced orientation

Fig. 12. Shore hardness Hd of testing bars against produced orientation

From Table 3 it can be found out that the reduction of the area at fracture υ and the
elongation at break εB values are heavily influenced by the produced orientation of the
test parts with a maximum difference 75.7% and 65.6% respectively. The tensile
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strength values are not so strongly affected by the produced orientation of the test
parts with only 29.4%. The Shore hardness strength values are not affected by the
produced orientation of the test parts.

Table 2. Tensile properties of the test bars in different build orientations
Tensile strength

Orientation Parameter Yield point
σy [MPa]

Breaking stress
σB [MPa]

Elongation
at break εB [%]

Reduction
of area at frac-

ture υ [%]
Mean value x 58.28 – 9.26 20.38

Standard
deviation s 1.42 – 3.25 1.82

1st orientation
Test bars
number

1–10 Confidence
interval m 57.26–59.29 – 6.92–11.6 19.07–21.69

Mean value x 60.44 – 23.44 24.12
Standard

deviation s 0.4 – 8.04 5.85
2nd orientation

Test bars
number
11–20 Confidence

interval  m 60.05–60.83 – 17.65–29.23 19.91–28.33

Mean value x – 41.65 8.04 5.85
Standard

deviation s – 3.72 0.25 1.16
3rd orientation

Test bars
number
21–30 Confidence

interval m – 38.97–44.33 3.98–4.34 3.07–4.75

Table 3. Difference of mean value of tensile properties for the test bars in different build orientation
between the 2nd orientation and other orientations [%]

Difference between
orientations Tensile strength σ Elongation at break εB

Reduction of area
at fracture υ

2nd orientation and
1st orientation 3.6 60.4 15.5

2nd orientation and
3rd orientation 29.4 65.6 75.7

Table 4. Hardness of testing bars in different build orientation

Orientation Parameter Shore hardness
Hd

Mean value x 80.23
Standard deviation  s 0.45

1st orientation
Test bars number

1–10 Confidence interval  m 79.91–80.55
Mean value x 77.78

Standard deviation  s 1.4
2nd orientation

Test bars number
11–20 Confidence interval  m 76.03–77.53

Mean value x 77.18
Standard deviation  s 0.31

3rd orientation
Test bars number

21–30 Confidence interval  m 76.96–77.4
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5. Model explaining mechanical anisotropy

The anisotropy of mechanical properties of parts produced by means of polymer
jetting technology could be explained on the basis of the analysis of the bonding be-
tween layers assuming that the bonding stress between the layers for each orientation
is constant. This way of consideration is clear for the 3rd orientation because in this
orientation the tested force is perpendicular to the layers surface. But this effect does
not explain the differences between orientation 1st and 2nd because for these orienta-
tions the surface of connection between all layers is the same, so the testing force
should be the same.

In the polymer jetting technology UV light hardens each layer. The light emitted by
two UV tube bulbs runs parallel to a jet line of the jetting heads. During the jetting
process sides of created layer parallel to bulbs absorb more light energy than the layer
surface because:

– the distance from the bulb to an edge is less than the distance from the bulb to
some points of the top surface, see Figure 13,

1 1

2
    

Fig. 13. Scheme of distribution of light energy for the test bars surfaces, different distance:
1 – UV bulbs, 2 – produced part

– the bulbs lighten the top surface and additionally the sides of the created layer,
see Figure 14,

1
2

    

Fig. 14. Scheme of distribution of light energy for the test bars surfaces, additionally lighted the sides:
1 – UV bulbs, 2 – produced part
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– the sides of the created layer are lit during the jetting process and additionally
when the light is doused on the top surface by jetting photopolymer, see Figure 15.

3
1

2

    

Fig. 15. Scheme of distribution of light energy for the test bars surfaces, sides additionally lighten during
jetting process: 1 – UV bulbs, 2 – produced part, 3 – jetting photopolymer

Because of the above reasons the edges that are parallel to X-axis of the created test
bar are dense and harder than other parts of the test bar and at the same time more
resistant. The edges function as reinforcement rods. As a result the tensile strength for
a test bar is higher than tensile force acting along the edge direction that is for the 1st
and 2nd orientation. For the 2nd orientation a surface of tensile bar side is higher than
for the 1st orientation so for the 2nd orientation a tensile resistance is the highest. For
the 3rd orientation the edges are perpendicular to the direction of tensile force and
reinforcement rods effect does not occur. So the material of the narrow part of test
bars can be modelled as a compound filled by the same rods.

Fig. 16. Photo of cross sections of test bars narrow part: 1 – skin, 2 – base material
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The model described above which explains mechanical anisotropy of parts pro-
duced by the polymer jetting technology is confirmed by runs of tensile characteristics
from Figure 7 and by the photo of cross section of one the test bar presented in Figure 16.
The photo was obtained by means of Carl Zeiss-Jena Neophot 21 metallographic mi-
croscope with multiplication 100. The photo shows dark belts run parallel to the edge.
This is the result of differences in test bar structure near the edge and different density
and hardness of the material.

6. Conclusion

The experimental results show the evidence of anisotropy for test bars produced by
means of the polymer jetting technology from the photopolymer FullCure 720 mate-
rial. This behaviour occurs due to the produced orientation of the test bars. The test
bars produced in the 2nd orientation have the highest mechanical properties whilst
these produced in the 3rd orientation have the smallest mechanical properties. The
photo of the test bar cross section shows that the edges of test bars parallel to the di-
rection of jetting bridge movement are more dense and harder than the central part.
This is because during the jetting process the created layer edges absorb more light
energy than the layer surface. The material of the test bars can be modelled as a com-
pound filled and reinforced by rods.

The test results show that the orientation of the produced parts in the internal tray
of the polymer jetting technology machine is the main factor which influences their
mechanical properties.
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Właściwości mechaniczne części wytwarzanych metodą polymer jetting technology

W artykule przedstawiono wyniki badań wytrzymałości przy statycznym rozciąganiu oraz
twardości próbek wykonanych metodą szybkiego prototypowania – polymer jetting technology.
Próbki różniły się ustawieniem w maszynie do szybkiego prototypowania podczas ich wytwa-
rzania. Badania wykazały, że istnieją istotne różnice w wytrzymałości próbek w zależności od
ich ustawienia podczas wytwarzania.
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The article constitutes an introduction to the issue associated with modern steel-concrete composite
girders having open continuous connectors of the composite dowels type. The way of fabrication of the
steel portion of the composite girders has been presented as well as the details connected with
experimental investigations on the new type of composition which demands broader approach of
researches than attempts of determining the load-bearing capacity used so far, known as POST. The steel
connector constitutes an integral part of the steel part of composite beam, in which it is subjected apart
from the local longitudinal shear acting between steel and concrete, to the global effects of bending and
axial loading as well. Thus, the stress criteria describing the composite dowel’s behaviour have to be
established and it is much more than pure load-bearing capacity criteria used in present. The test
procedures combining the concept of the load-bearing capacity for the concrete part of the connector and
the elasticity of its steel part lead to an efficient designing of the composite structures.

Keywords: composite structures, composite dowels, continuous shear connection, testing procedures

1. Innovative shear connection

In civil engineering, especially in bridge structures, are starting to be applied the
composite structures, in which the connection steel-concrete is achieved by the
continuous line of the cut along the I-beam’s web [1]. As the result of this operation,
two tee beams are produced with a specially formed web (convex and concave cuts),
which allows to create efficient integration between steel and concrete under the
longitudinal shear. The composite structures contains continuous, open steel dowels
produced from mentioned above tee steel section and the concrete, filling up the space
between steel girders and additionally reinforced in the transversal direction.
Presented herein idea of the composite beam is shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Production engineering of the steel component

The tee steel beam used in the considered structure is produced as a half from the
hot-rolled I-beam (although corresponding cross-section can be created by welding).
The cut can be conducted with any methods that give a cut surface with a quality not
worse from that obtained by automatic oxygen cutting (for instance plasma or laser
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cutting). The quality of the cut surface is significant especially when the fatigue
strength has to be determined. The line of the cut should be get after a single operation
guaranteeing the obtainment of two equal tee cross-sections. Otherwise, an account of
the deformation of beams caused by residual stress, the repeat of programming of the
cutting device is practically impossible. At present in the structures a MCL shape is
applied as easy to produce and having required strength parameters [2, 4–5]. The way
of MCL cut is presented in Figures 2–4.

Fig. 1. Composite beam with innovative shear transmission by composite dowels (draw. G. Nillson)

 

Fig. 2. Cutting line for MCL shape

 

Fig. 3. Steel plate after gas cutting-remaining steel parts to be removed by hand cutting
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Fig. 4. I-Beam IPE500 during cutting and MCL shape after gas cut

The effect of residual stresses relieved during the cut and the process of making
a recommended camber are described in the work [8].

1.2. Issues of dimensioning

The steel-concrete connection executed by described previously way requires the
computational personal touch for estimating its resistance, different from that used when
mechanical connectors are applied. The composite dowel constitutes an integral part of the
steel component and its stressing affects the global stress state in the entire unit. Thus, it is
not possible to separate the problem of dimensioning of the composite beam (due to
effects tied with the distribution of normal stress in the composite cross section) from the
dimensioning of the connector itself under the longitudinal shear between the steel and
concrete. The computational approach should comprehensively describe both mentioned
above issues. Additionally the degree of complexity of such a connection is forcing into
applying the non-linear analyses (FEM) taking into account the material and geometrical
nonlinearities resulting from the contact effects between steel and concrete. It is also
essential to carry out extensive destructive tests for different types of elements. Some
destructive tests at present applied for the evaluation of the resistance of connectors of the
composite dowels type are presented below.

2. Testing procedures

2.1. Push-out standard test (POST)

POST (push-out standard test) constitutes a basic destructive type of test of the
composite dowels carried out according to principles given in Eurocode 4 [9], Figure 5.
It allows to determine the load-bearing capacity of the shear connection, which is
usually sufficient for the standard shear mechanical connectors (headed studs for
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instance) when the characteristic resistance has to be determined.  Similarly (by the
test POST) the fatigue strength under the cyclic load is determined. In the case when
composite dowels are used, the POST test allows to conclude about: the strength of
the concrete part of the connection, the load-bearing capacity of the steel part and the
connection’s stiffness. However for the steel part this test is not fully conclusive
owing to the stress state in the steel connector, which can not be determined, although
the stress in an elastic range of the connector’s behaviour is deciding about its
resistance, especially when the fatigue strength has to be determined.

     

Fig. 5. Specimens with composite dowels (at the left side) and
standard force-slip diagram for push-out test (at the right)

On the basis of force-slip diagram executed for the composite dowel one may
determine the design resistance of the connection, but two cases have to be here
separated. If the strength is reached due to shear of the steel connector, then the
information about its load-bearing capacity and the ductility is given. Thus, the studies
upon the effect of the shape, dimension, spacing, steel grade, etc., on the connection’s
resistance and its ductility can be carried out, including the value of the both slip and
uplift. On the contrary, the concluding about the connector’s resistance in the elastic
range, which determines its fatigue strength under cyclic loads is here difficult. But if
the strength is reached due to the destruction of the concrete part, then the load-
bearing capacity can be determined and in consequence the design resistance
according to EC4 [9] can be calculated. The procedures of dimensioning and
determining the resistance of the concrete part of the composite dowels were given by
Seidl [7]. Additionally, the POST tests allow to conclude about the degradation of
concrete dowels under cyclic loads, which is understood as an irreversible increment
of the slip of the connection caused by cyclic loads. This effect can be defined as
a value of slip after n cycles of loading, diminished by the slip’s value of the first
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cycle under determined level of loading, which depends on the both web’s thickness
and the value of cyclic load acting on the connector. Force-slip relationship under the
cyclic load is depicted for example in Figure 6 and 7. The bigger amplitude of the
force per one connector, the quicker is the progress of concrete dowel’s degradation,
similarly the lesser thickness of the web, the higher is the slip’s increment under the
constant level of the load (although the web’s thickness affects the load-bearing
capacity of the connector).

Fig. 6. Force-slip behaviour for POST specimens with composite dowels
under cyclic loads-influence of force amplitude

Fig. 7. Force-slip behaviour for POST specimens with composite dowels under cyclic loads-influence of
web thickness (gray line-web thickness of 30 mm, black dashed line – 20 mm)

A similar analysis might be carried out upon the effect of the connector’s dimension
on the degradation of concrete. A suitable relationship are shown in Figure 8, where the
black continuous and dashed lines describe standard dimension dowels, whereas the
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gray dashed line is tied with that twice as much smaller, spaced two times closer  for
the same length of shear connection.

Fig. 8. Force-slip behaviour for POST specimens with composite dowels
under cycling loads-influence of dowel size (description in text)

It can be seen that connectors with a smaller dimensions are less sensitive to
degradation of the concrete. It results from the beneficial distribution of the stress per
one connector’s surface. The smaller contact stress (higher concentration of
connectors providing the same resistance per the unit length) the smaller increment of
the slip between steel and concrete.

The effect of the degradation of concrete in the composite dowel can be described as:

( ),ln n
P

Pfs
ult

⋅⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ Δ
=Δ (1)

where:
n denotes the number of cycles of amplitude ΔP,
Pult is the load-bearing capacity of the connector.

2.2. New push-out test (NPOT)

Tests of NPOT type constitute an attempt of transition from the load-bearing
capacity obtained by POST to the stress approach as necessary when the elastic
resistance and fatigue strength of the steel dowels have to be determined. The NPOT
is modified form of POST method, in which the transmission of forces has been
reversed in such a way, that the steel part responsible for the transmission of the
longitudinal shear is in terms of a total tension. This operation allows to determine
stresses in the steel connector under conditions close to that occurring in beam
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members subjected to the positive bending moment, where the steel part is under
tension and the concrete under compression. In order to guarantee such a flow of
internal forces in the specimen, the compression force is applied by a hydraulic jack
trough an additional steel part welded from the bottom side to the steel sheet with
connectors has been forced to tension. The idea of NPOT procedure is shown in
Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Construction of NPOT specimens-flow of internal forces

Tests of NPOT specimens enable the initial analysis of behaviour of steel dowel
with a determined shape by means of small-dimensioned elements (simplification in
comparison with examinations carried out a beam members), under static and cyclic
load as well. The obtained map of the connector’s strains, employing the electro-
resistance strain gauges, enables the both verification and calibration of FE models.

Models of NPOT were used, while examined at the Wroclaw University of
Technology, for the comparison of different shapes of connectors and afterwards for
the optimization of the shape used for further destructive tests on beam members and
POST examinations.

2.3. Beam tests

The most extended test, which is confirming the resistance of the composite
dowels, is the beam examination under the static and cyclic loads. This type of
experimental investigations is very essential especially when fatigue behaviour needs
to be verified (and in consequence the resistance in elastic range). The idea of elastic
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resistance of the steel connector is based on the analysis of stresses results obtained
from numerical FE models. It is assumed that the connector’s resistance is achieved
when the ultimate stress is exceeded (i.e. yield stress and von Misses stresses or the
fatigue strength and the main stresses) under certain combination of external loads.
This concept can by employed for checking the fatigue limit state (FLS) because on
this base the maximum normal stress σ1 directly received in the most stressed point of
connector. The connector constitutes an integral part of the steel cross-section and
participates in carrying the internal forces caused by global loads (bending moment
and axial force in the beam), moreover is a member producing the steel-concrete
composite structure and has to resist the longitudinal shear load allowing composite
actions can take place. Additionally, the increase of distance between the level of
connectors in beam’s cross section and its axis of inertia causes the increase of global
stresses in the considered connector. The formula describing stress in the connector in
the elastic range is as follow:

,max τβσσ ⋅+⋅= ck (2)

where:
σ – normal stress in the beam cross-section on the level of the connector base

(root) caused by global effects of the both bending moment and axial load in an
elastic state,
τ – shear stress in the web,
kc – coefficient which denotes normal stress concentration at the connector’s base

resulting from its geometry (geometrical notch),
β – is associated with the stress concentration coming from the effects of local

longitudinal shear.
Coefficient kc and β depend entirely on the connector’s shape and may by

determined by FE analysis. Considering the steel connector in terms of different loads,
it is possible to create an interactive envelope of the connector’s resistance, on the
basis of coordinates showing the relationship between the dimensionless connector’s
stressing from global but also local effects (Figure 10). Each quadrant of the diagram
is corresponding with different combination of the sign of forces acting on the
connector caused by the local and global actions.

The envelopes 1 and 2 in Figure 10 show the hypothetical curves for different
shapes of connectors.

In order to confirm the correctness of the assumed methods of the connector’s
dimensioning, the composite beams are subjected for instance to four – point bending,
in which the strains are recorded by means of SGs. The scheme of beams meant to
destructive tests at Wroclaw University of Technology has been shown in Figures 11
and 12, whereas the location of SGs being attached to the connectors has been shown
for an example in Figures 13 and 14.
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Fig. 10. Interactive envelope of the steel connector’s resistance in the elastic range –
pictorial diagram (description in text)

Fig. 11. Basic beam’s cross section subjected to 4-point-bending tests

Fig. 12. General view of static system for 4-point-bending tests

Basing on the measured strains obtained from the proposed arrangement of SGs,
the FE model can be calibrated and afterwards the map of strains gained numerically
can be confirmed in the chosen discrete points. This map forms a basis for
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determining the interactive formulas of the elastic resistance. The additional
employment of (apart from standard SGs) of so called SGs chains (10 SGs per about
25 mm) allows to record an extra concentration of stresses at the geometric notches.
Exemplary diagram of the concentration of stresses at the steel dowel’s root is shown
in Figure 15.

Fig. 13. Localization and numbering of Strain Gauges on one chosen steel dowel

Fig. 14. Proposal of placing SGs on steel dowels (one part of beam is shown)

Additionally the experimental investigations carried out on beams allow to assess
the effect of uplift on the steel connector’s resistance. In the elastic range the effect
of uplift is not resulting from the mechanics of force transmission between steel and
concrete , but is conditioned by the one kinematically allowed mechanism of the slip
between steel and concrete components, and thus can by defined as a function of the
slip and results from the geometry of the dowel’s root. Since slips in the elastic
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range of behaviour of the steel connector are very small, the effect of uplift is
negligible.

Fig. 15. Concentration of stresses at the dowel’s root visible by means of chain of SG’s measures

2.4. Finite element method (FEM)

FEM is an economic and efficient method for parametrical studies to optimize the
design unlike time-consuming experimental tests [3, 6], like described above POSTs,
NPOTs and beam tests. However, even basic numerical models are complex (Figure
16), the behaviour is high-grade nonlinear and influenced by many parameters.

Fig. 16. One-dowel model (1D) – parts and interactions [3]
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A numerical model is generated with the objective of analyzing the structural
behaviour of the connection and determining the failure mechanisms. The numerical
simulation of the connection with CD is complicated because of its complex
geometry combined with a multiplicity of nonlinearities. To establish an elementary
model is complex, especially due to the concrete part of the connection which
appears high-graded non-linear in whole load range. The following aspects are
focused: the material nonlinearities, the contact interactions and the complex
geometry. Investigating on the behaviour of the model is possible by comparing it
with experimental results. FEM is currently a basic tool to precise calculation of
coefficients applied in Equation 2.

3. Final remarks

The concept outlining the resistance of the composite dowels was developed on the
basis of numerical analyses supported by experimental measurements and is not
introduced in a readable analytic method. Preparing of such a method is complicated
due to complexity of the exact solution of the nonlinear issues including also contact
problems. The issue of the concrete resistance is even more complex. Thus the rational
application of destructive test methods and appropriate numerical models is very
essential. Therefore the extended experimental investigations are employed in
comparison with that given in EC4. The steel dowels required the stress approach,
when their resistance is examined. Due to economic aspects of tests, the NPOT type
was employed apart of the POST type, as the small dimension elements enabling the
stress analysis for the connector in conditions closely corresponding to that in real
composite beams in bending. The final verification of the correctness of different
methods used in the analysis of the behaviour of composite dowels is achieved by
means of destructive tests an full-scale beams, under static and cyclic loads by the SGs
as tool approving the distribution of stresses in composite dowels.
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Metody oceny wytrzymałości łączników w innowacyjnym
zespoleniu belek stalowo-betonowych

Niniejsze opracowanie dotyczy metod badawczych pozwalających określić nośność
zespolenia typu composite dowels. Omówiono szczegółowo problematykę badań nowego
rodzaju zespolenia, które wymaga szerszego podejścia badawczego niż stosowane dotychczas
próby nośności granicznej typu POST. Łącznik stalowy, pracujący jako integralna część
stalowej belki zespolonej, partycypuje w przenoszeniu obciążeń nie tylko od lokalnego
ścinania podłużnego między stalą i betonem, ale również podlega wytężeniu od globalnych
efektów zginania i działania sił osiowych. Wymusza to opracowanie kryteriów napręże-
niowych opisujących pracę łącznika, stąd też problematyka badawcza łączników wykracza
poza stosowane do tej pory wyłącznie kryteria nośności granicznej. W tekście referatu
przedstawiono procedury badawcze, które w połączeniu z koncepcjami nośności granicznej
w odniesieniu do części betonowej łącznika, oraz sprężystej w odniesieniu do łącznika
stalowego, prowadzą do sprawnego wymiarowania zespolenia w rzeczywistych konstrukcjach.
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The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method as implemented in the commercial code
LS-DYNA has been used to solve the problem of piercing a hole in a stamped shock absorber seat. The
results are compared to those produced by dynamic analysis using conventional finite element methods
with material erosion as implemented in LS-DYNA. The SPH method is suitable for modelling of crack-
ing and tearing phenomena occurring in actual production of the spring seat for some material and proc-
ess parameters. The SPH stress levels need to be closely interpreted in contour plots than for the FEA
results though as high stresses remain in the disconnected volumes. A rate dependent plasticity model is
used in the simulation with data produced by mechanical tests of the materials used.
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1. Introduction

The main aim of the paper is to highlight advantages of the Smoothed Particle Hy-
drodynamics (SPH) analysis in comparison with the Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
These numerical methods are compared for the piercing process widely used in manu-
facturing. The piercing of a drainage hole is treated here as the benchmark problem.

The fully formed and pierced shock absorber spring seat is shown in Figure 1. Cur-
rently the piercing process, which forms part of a progressive tool, has a failure rate of
70% as a result of the tearing near the valve seat neck for the TM380 material. This is
due to the high stresses the part is subjected to over the small distance between the
drainage hole and the valve seat neck. Failure of the forming process can vary from
unwanted deformation around the hole to tearing of the spring seat. Conventional fi-
nite analysis with solid continuum elements can hardly be applied to model both the
piercing and tearing. In the finite element analysis shown here criteria for damage and
failure modify the stiffness of the working piece as was done in e.g. [5] or [6]. The
adaptive finite element methods [11] are usually applied to model continuum damage.
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When the conventional FEA in LS-DYNA was used, some elements were deleted in
the region susceptible to failure. For the case, when the Smoothed Particle Hydrody-
namics (SPH) method was used, there was no need for additional modelling to simu-
late material removal or separation. SPH can be used also to model high velocity im-
pacts of solids [10] because it is capable to model large deformations. Local effects such
as cracking or shear bands can be modelled easily when using SPH method [14]. An
overview of the novel applications of SPH in simulating materials processing is given
by Cleary et al. in [2]. The LS-DYNA package with SPH was used for high speed cut-
ting simulation by Limido et al. [7].

Fig. 1. Shock absorber spring seat

Fig. 2. The finite element meshes for the punch surface, the blank and supporting die surface
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2. Piercing problem formulation

2.1. Formulation of elastic-plastic problem

The piercing problem can be formulated in the Eulerian framework because the
thickness of the blank is small and displacements of material points are also small in
the direction of the tool motion. In this framework, the elastic-plastic problem is de-
fined by the following set of equations and relations:

• The balance of momentum in the material description is written as

,0),(),(),( , =++ txbtxtxu iioijijiio ρσρ       (1)

where:
ui (x, t) – is the displacement,
σij (xi, t) – are body forces per unite volume,
xi – the Cauchy stress, xi is the position of a space point,
t – time.
• The strain rate decomposition is defined by
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ε  – the total strain rate,

e
ijε – the elastic fraction of strain rate,
p

ijε – the plastic part of strain rate.
• The stress evolution is described by the elastic-plastic constitutive equation

,klijklij C εσ =   (3)

where:
Cijkl – the elastic-plastic modulus.
• The Maxwell–Huber–Hencky–von Misses yield criterion with strain hardening

and without damage effects is expressed as

,0)( 22 ≤−= yvijs σσφ    (4)

where:
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ijijv ss
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≡σ is the Misses stress,

sij – the deviator of the Cauchy stress defined by sij = σij – ⅓σkkδij,
σy – the yield stress called also the current yield limit.
• This yield limit is defined by
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where:
σy0 – the initial stress limit or the threshold stress,
fh – the hardening function,

p
effε  – the effective strain is related to the material deformation history as it is cal-

culated as the time integral of nonlinear function of the plastic strain rate
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• The factor β in the expression (5) accounts for strain rate effects (viscosity) fol-
lowing the Cowper–Symonds [3] model which scales the yield stress by the strain rate
and is given by the formula
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where C and r are material parameters defined in [3].
• The hardening function fh in the expression (5) can be defined by using experi-

mental data from a true stress σtrue vs. true strain εtrue curve by the following steps
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where:
EY – the Young modulus of elasticity,

Eh – the true hardening modulus which fulfils also the relationship
tanY
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• The true stress and strain are defined as follows:
– σtrue = s (1 + εe) where εe is the nominal strain (called also the engineering strain),

and  is the nominal (or correspondingly engineering) stress.
– The relationship between true strain and engineering strain is given by εtrue =

ln(1 + εe).
The piercing problem formulation includes also the effect of material failure or

damage of the blank [11], and there are two ideas to incorporate such effects in the
analysis of elastic-plastic continuum:

• the concept applied e.g. by Lee et al. [6], where the Lemaitre damage variable,
reducing the material stiffness, is evaluated,

• the technique, utilized by e.g. Casalino at al. [1] and known as the “killing ele-
mental stiffness” procedure that consists in setting the element stiffness to zero in the
material damage region.

Moreover, some material models, which incorporate damage parameters, are avail-
able in LS-DYNA. In this program it is also possible to choose so-called material ero-
sion algorithm based on the concept of instantaneous damage associated with a num-
ber of choices for the damage criterion used for the elimination of some elemental
stiffness contributions from the global stiffness matrix. In our calculations the criterion
assessing, when the blank material loses continuity, can be written as

,
2
3

fijij ss σ≥      (9)

where σf – the maximum stress at failure.
The contact algorithm is used in LS-DYNA to investigate the penetration of a slave

node through a master element. It is commonly assumed, that the punch is rigid and
a penalty function based method is used to apply a fictitious force to resist penetration
that leads to the elimination of the penetration. A penalty scale factor of 0.1 is used for
the piercing simulation to reduce the contact stiffness. Friction is included in the con-
tact with both static and dynamic friction coefficients defined by the generalized
Coulomb friction model. The frictional algorithm evaluates a yield force, and then
computes the incremental movement of the slave node updates the interface force and
checks the force against the yield condition. The force is scaled if it exceeds the yield
force. The actual coefficient of friction that is smoothed combination of static and
dynamic friction coefficients given by

,)( vc
dsd e−−+= μμμμ (10)

where:
μs and μd are appropriately static and dynamic friction coefficients,
v – the relative velocity,
c – a decay constant.
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Fig. 3. The finite element meshes of the three different punches used:
(from the left to right) concave punch, shear punch, flat punch

The boundary conditions for piercing problem [15] can be split as follows:
• boundary conditions on the surface tΓu where the boundary displacements are

given by ui = iφ  (x, ξ), for points u
tΓ∈ x and time ( )1, +∈ nn ttξ ,

• boundary conditions on the blank material surface tΓf defined by the normal
vector n where the displacement u = 0 and external continuous force, e.g. clamping

force, )(cl
jf  is prescribed and equals to ( ) ,

3
1

kikij
n

j nt δσ=

• boundary conditions on the contact surface tΓC with friction expressed in terms of
tangent and normal surface forces: f n  and f ( t ) .

The initial conditions are given by uI (x, 0) = 0 and ( ) 0.0, =xIu

2.2. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a grid-less method developed in papers by
Lucy [9] and Gingold and Monaghan [4] and described in further papers by Mona-
ghan [12–13]. In this method the governing equations describing the deformation
process occurring during piercing are solved in the domain of individual particles
with constraints.

Traditionally, authors describing the SPH method follow the original paper by
Monaghan [12] and use notation in fundamental SPH formulas appropriate for the
Eulerian analysis of motion, although formulating a problem for motion of material
particles.

SPH is based on an integral transform of the form:

( ) ( ) ( ) ,, xxxxx ′′′= ∫Ω dfKfT (11)
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where K (x, x′) is a function of two variables, that is called integral kernel, and is a kind
of mathematical operator, where the input is a function f(x) and the output is another
function T f(x). Particularly, the kernel K can be the Dirac delta function
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′=∞
=′−

xx
xx

xx
0

δ (12)

and then the integral transformation is defined by

( ) ( ) ( ) .xxxxx ′′−′= ∫Ω dfTf δ (13)

For SPH [8] the Dirac function is replaced with a smoothing function W (x – x′, h
(x)) of the form

( )( )
( )

( ),
x
1, 3 xxxxx ′−=′− θ

h
hW (14)

where the vector x′ is a position vector of an arbitrary particle in the neighbourhood of
the particle assigned to the position vector x, and h(x) is the smoothing length which
varies in space time and determines the area of influence of the kernel [7].

Fig. 4. The punch surface, SPH volumes and supporting die surface
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The interpolating function, θ is usually taken as the cubic B-spline
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where:
C – a normalization constant,
u – represents the variable that is interpolated and for SPH it can be applied as the

difference between the position vector assigned to an optional particle and vectors
assigned to it’s neighbours [8]. Now, due to the spline approximation and expressions:
(14), and (15), the kernel  is possessed of useful properties: the “weighting” func-
tion property, the δ-Dirac property and fulfils the compact support condition:
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( )( ) 0, =′− x xx hW  when h>′− xx .  (18)

Then the integral transformation defined by (13) can be written in the form

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,x, ′′−′≈ ∫Ω dhWfTf xxxxx (19)

and the transformation for a gradient of f (x) is written as

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )( ) xxxxxx ′′−′⋅∇≈⋅∇ ∫Ω dhWffT , . (20)

Replacing the integrals in the relations (19) and (20) by sums, the conservation equa-
tions for the piercing problem can be expressed as
Conservation of mass
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Conservation of momentum
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Conservation of energy
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where:
(I )  and (J )  are taken for I-th and J-th particles,
(J )m  – the mass of the particle,
(J )ρ  – the density of particle, the smoothing function for particles,
labelled by (I) and (J), is defined by (I, J )W = W ((I )x  – (J )x , h)
The same contact algorithms used for the continuum model can be used for the

SPH model with the SPH particles or elements acting as the slave element in contact.

3. Numerical results

The piercing problem is solved by FEA (finite element analysis) and SPH for three
different shapes of the punch and two different materials.

Results produced by SPH method for three different punches: flat, concave, and
shear, for TM380 steel are presented in Figures 5–7. SPH results for the HR190 steel
are only shown for the flat punch in Figure 8.

The same three punches are also used when solving the problem by applying FEA.
Numerical results for FEA for two different materials: TMS380 steel, and HR190
steel, are presented in Figures 9–14.

Regrettably, numerical results obtained for SPH and FEA, can not be evaluated
against results of experimental tests, conducted by our industrial partners, because
they does not permitted us to publish results produced solely for them.

The meshes of the solid blank material, punch and die used for the simulation are
shown in Figure 2. The blank is meshed with 397 001 solid tetrahedral elements com-
prised of 86 749 nodes. Solid elements are used rather than shell elements because the
analysis is confined to a relatively small region so that the plate is relatively thick. The
meshes of the rigid dies used for the three punch types are shown in Figure 3. The
rigid punch and supporting die are composed of 13 786 shell elements for the discreti-
zation of contact areas.

The SPH analysis focuses on the flat punch for piercing the TM380 steel as this
is the one used to produce the physical specimens exhibiting the aforementioned
failures. The SPH results show that the softer material, i.e. HR190 steel, is less sus-
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ceptible to cracking during piercing. This becomes clear, when comparing Figure 5
and Figure 8 where there is a tear opening up in the former but nothing significant in
the latter.

Fig. 5. SPH Results for TM380 steel using the flat punch

Fig. 6. SPH Results for TM380 steel using the concave punch
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Fig. 7. SPH Results for TM380 steel using the shear punch

Fig. 8. SPH Results for HR190 steel using the flat punch

All three punch geometries produce some cracking or tearing for the TM380 steel
as can be seen in Figures 5–7 with the most significant tear occurring for the flat
punch and a smaller tear starting for the shear punch. The concave punch seems to cause
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failure in two significant cracks rather than one single tear. Figures 5–7 show a sepa-
ration of SPH cells corresponding to the separation of material which indicates tear-
ing. This separation is most clearly visible at the centre of Figure 5 in the vicinity of
the punch above the blank holder.

In contrast, FEA analysis with damage does not show the same crack initiation or
tears for the TM380 material for any of the punches as can be seen in Figures 9–11.

As the damage model used in FEA is suitable to model the material removal during
the piercing operation, as shown in Figures 9–14, the problem with the modelling of
the cracks would lie in the fact, that there is not enough strain localization effects in
the constitutive equations to produce a high enough stress in the expected failure zone
to cause failure. From the presented results it can be seen, that one would have to de-
velop a more sophisticated model of a material with damage effects to improve this
kind of FEA analysis, whereas the material model presently available in LS-DYNA
and used together with SPH method is suitable to reproduce the same effect as ob-
served in the appropriate manufacturing process.

Table 1. Maximums of Misses stress, plastic strain and fraction of erode volume for TM380 steel

Punch shape Max. Misses
stress

Max. plastic
strain

Max. fraction of
erode volume

Flat punch 668 MPa 0.399 0.0663
Concave punch 569 MPa 0.399 0.0614

Shear punch 663 MPa 0.382 0.0573

Table 2. Maximums of Misses stress, plastic strain and fraction of erode volume for HR190 steel

Punch shape Max. Misses
stress

Max. plastic
strain

Max. fraction of
erode volume

Flat punch 589 MPa 0.390 0.0565
Concave punch 556 MPa 0.405 0.0563

Shear punch 583 MPa 0.397 0.0476

One would reason that the punch producing the least amount of volume fraction of
removed material, and still able to penetrate the blank, would do the least damage and
have the best dimensional conformity. The volume fraction of removed material evalu-
ated in FEA is summarized in third columns of Tables 1 and 2. This shows that the flat
punch is the worst performing punch, the concave punch is better in the case of the
softer material and the shear punch significantly better than both for both the harder
and softer steels. This can be ascribed to the graded contact corresponding to the slope
of the punch, which produces higher levels of localized shear.

The shear punch is the best punch for maintaining dimensional conformance as can
be seen in Tables 1 and 2 by the amount of material eroded. The concave punch how-
ever, produces the lowest levels of stress for both the harder and softer materials. This
might have implications for the wearing of the punch and the residual stresses around
the hole.
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Fig. 9. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the flat punch and TM380 steel

Fig. 10. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the concave punch and TM380 steel

In terms of computational cost there was a significant increase in time increments
for establishing initial contact required for the concave punch in the case of the softer
material. The analysis is taking almost twice as long in terms of ‘real world’ time (the
wall time). The fact that it this problem only arose with the softer material indicates
that it is related to the cost of computation of initial plastic yield for the punch, which
has an initially sharper contacting surface over the other geometries.
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For the concave punch, the maximums for the Misses stress and erode volume are
significantly lower than for other punch geometries. This indicates that the concave
punch does not draw the material as much as the other punches and the strain energy
dissipates more readily.

Fig. 11. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the shear punch and TM380 steel

It is more difficult to determine the residual stress of the remaining material for
SPH analysis, as stresses are much higher than for the FEA results for the TM380
material, where tearing has occurred but the higher stresses appeared in the ejected
material. On the other hand, SPH results for the HR190 steel shows stress levels com-
parable to the FEA.

4. Conclusions

We have shown numerical results obtained both for FEA and SPH analysis for
piercing of elastic-plastic blank with incorporated damage effects. FEA with damage
or tearing effects is combined with deletion of finite elements in the region, where the
physical slug of material is produced when a hole is produced. The simulation was
conducted for three different punch geometries and two materials. Two steels: TM380,
and HR190, were selected for analysis. The former material is comparatively harder
than the latter.

The FEA does not produce the localized damage in the forms of tears or cracks in
the vicinity of the hole close to the valve seat. The stresses in this area are relatively
high but still below the threshold that would indicate potential failure. The energy is
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dissipated by the removal of the slug, containing a portion of energy, without produc-
ing the strain localization that is not sufficient to induce failure in the material separa-
tion region.

Fig. 12. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the flat punch and HR190 steel

Fig. 13. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the concave punch and HR190 steel

The three punch geometries are selected for the piercing simulation: the flat punch,
the concave punch, and the shear punch. The flat punch, which is currently used by
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industry, has been found as the worst in terms of the residual von-Misses stresses in-
duced in the finished part and the dimensional conformance.

The shear punch is performed slightly better, although with some additional com-
putational cost in numerical solution due to the greater initial yielding of the softer
material. The concave punch performed the best of the three, especially in terms of
volume fraction of material removed as well as in terms of the smallest residual
stresses for both materials.

Fig. 14. Stress contours for FEA of piercing for the shear punch and HR190 steel

The observed failures in the production of physical parts are better simulated with
the use of SPH method. Cracking and tearing has been produced in the area of the
blank identified as being susceptible to this. SPH results also confirmed that the softer
HR190 material would not produce significant failures in this region as found in pro-
duction. Where material becomes disconnected from the structure in the SPH method
it appears that an over prediction of stress levels occurs. Therefore, one should very
carefully study the actual levels of stress for the part which is still connected and
where stress can still be released throughout the blank structure. Aside from this ca-
veat, SPH method appears to give comparable result to FEA results and is suitable to
model the strain localization that produces crack tearing.
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Symulacja numeryczna wycinania otworów z użyciem metody elementów skończonych
z efektami zniszczenia i metody wygładzonej hydrodynamiki cząstek

Metoda wygładzonej hydrodynamiki cząstek (MWHC), zaimplementowana w kodzie sys-
temu LS-DYNA, została użyta do rozwiązania zagadnienia wycinania otworów w wytłacza-
nym amortyzatorze siedzenia samochodowego. Wyniki tego rozwiązania zostały porównane
z wynikami otrzymanymi z rozwiązania przy zastosowaniu konwencjonalnej metody elemen-
tów skończonych wzbogaconej przez uwzględnienie efektów erozyjnych w materiale, która
również została zaimplementowana w LS-DYNA. Metoda MWHC nadaje się do modelowania
efektów pękania i rozdzierania, jakie występują w czasie obróbki amortyzatora siedzenia w pro-
cesach przemysłowych.
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Analiza wyników MWHC pozwala zaobserwować, że najwyższy poziom naprężeń wystę-
puje w usuwanych fragmentach wytłoczki. W związku z tym warstwice pól naprężeń określone
w MWHC powinny być bardziej zagęszczone niż w MES. W obliczeniach zastosowano model
konstytutywny materiału lepko-plastycznego, którego parametry materiałowe zidentyfikowano
na podstawie prób wytrzymałościowych wykonanych w laboratorium Cape Peninsula Univer-
sity of Technology.
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Newest developments in the field of gluing and processing of plastics permit obtaining adhesive ma-
terials with profitable properties: high mechanical parameters, increased thermal conductivity, low elec-
trical resistivity, increased rigidity, limited residual stresses or reduced creep [1–2]. This is possible by
composite structure of adhesives, i.e. binders enriched with filling materials – additional phases of differ-
ent kind, grain size and fraction. In the paper, effect of reinforcing adhesive materials with continuous and
powdery fillers on shear strength of adhesive joints is discussed. Presented are also results of electron
microscopy examinations and EDX analysis.

Keywords: hardmetals, adhesive composites, shear strength, microscopic examination, EDX analysis

1. Characteristics of adhesive composites

Composites are defined as composite materials consisted of at lease two separate
and mutually insoluble phases with different properties, offering a better set of prop-
erties and structural features coming from each of the materials separately [1–4]. Com-
posites are externally monolithic materials, but have macroscopically visible boundaries
between individual components.

Matrix of a composite is to bind the reinforcement and permit utilising its complete
properties by effective conveyance of load from outside to the additional, reinforcing phase.
Thanks to its flexibility, the matrix reduces stresses in composites and gives them specific
operational, physical and chemical features [2]. The matrix facilitates forming composite
bonds, affects their thermal properties and transmits stresses to the reinforcement.

Fillers can be divided into fibrous (continuous), used for manufacture of laminar mate-
rials, and powdery – spherical, irregular, flaky or in form of short cut fibres, see Figure 1
[1, 4]. Properties of composites depend on kind, size and fraction of filler, chemical and
physical structure, as well as on adhesive abilities resulting from intermolecular distance
of the couple matrix–reinforcement [1, 4]. A very important question is also proper orien-
tation of fibres in individual layers of a composite or, in case of a powdery additional
phase – its uniform distribution in the matrix. Besides reinforcing fillers, some chemically
neutral additional phases are applied to reduce manufacturing costs of composites.

Usage of powdery fillers does not result in so large increase of mechanical pa-
rameters of composites as it is in the case of fibrous (continuous) fillers, but permits
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an improvement or even reaching some selected usable properties. Fraction of the
reinforcement can even reach ca. 80 vol% in relation to the matrix, provided that the
additional phase is well glue-wettable [1, 4–6]. Apart from size and shape of powdery
fillers, important is also the relation between the grain length and cross dimension.
From among the most frequently used inorganic fillers, the following should be dis-
tinguished: powders of metals and alloys, various oxides, nitrides and carbonates,
glass, graphite and silicon compounds [1, 4–5].

Fig. 1. Kinds of fillers depending on material and shape criteria [1]

2. Effect of fillers on properties of adhesive joints

Irrespective of their form, fillers are first of all used to eliminate the most significant
shortcomings of adhesive joints, i.e. relatively low strength, irresistance to high tem-
peratures, very low thermal and electrical conductivity. Properties of a composite are
strictly related to kind and size of the particles, their volume fraction and distribution in
the matrix [1, 4–5]. Unlike composites with plastic matrix, adhesives with composite
structure include mostly powdery fillers as the additional phase. Maintaining suitable
volume fraction guaranteeing profitable wettability, they increase mechanical strength of
adhesive joints by improving forces of cohesive bonds. By selecting a suitable filler
(chemical composition, granularity and shape), it is possible to design material proper-
ties which assume extreme values depending on forecast applications. A typical example
is ability to conduct heat or electrical current. Adhesives of composite structure can
demonstrate diametrically different characteristics – from typical insulators to materials
with increased thermal conductivity coefficient or ohmic resistance corresponding to
that of metallic conductors [1, 4, 7]. The other benefits resulting from applying adhesive
bonds with composite structure are: improved impact strength, magnetic and processing
properties, vibration damping ability, possibility of designing light but rigid structures,
and resistance to unfavourable environmental conditions.

Generally, improvement of selected properties of adhesive bonds with composite
structure is related to deterioration of other properties, so in fact the choice becomes
a compromise solution. Nevertheless, the economical and operational benefits result-
ing from using such binders justify continuing research/development works in this
field and predict its dynamic development.
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3. Basic materials used in the research

Hardmetals grade B2 (acc. to PN-H-89500:1988), characterised by most advanta-
geous ratio of abrasion resistance to ductility and coarse-grained structure with uni-
formly distributed cobalt and without additional phases, were chosen for testing. Size
of the WC (α-phase) grains is within 1 to 7 μm, with some presence of grains up to 12
μm and single ones to 15 μm. Examination of the fractures revealed minimum gaseous
porosity (pores up to 10 μm) of the lamines, which did not deteriorate their quality.
Chemical analysis of the plates revealed cobalt content of 9.3 wt%. Chemical compo-
sition of the examined hardmetals is given in Table 1 [1, 8].

Table 1. Chemical composition of the examined hardmetals grade B2 [1, 8]
Co Ni Ti Ta Nb WC
9.3 0.006 max 0.01 max 0.01 max 0.01 rest

For gluing with hardmetals, the unalloyed heat-treatable steel C45 (acc. to PN-EN
10083-2:2008) was selected, with chemical composition given in Table 2. The C45 steel is
commonly used for tool holders and machine parts [1, 8]. Cubicoid test specimens were
prepared with dimensions corresponding to those of the carbide shaped pieces (15 × 16
mm × ca. 80 mm long). The C45 steel is characterised by high strength accompanied by
good ductility and crack resistance. The contained small alloying additives increase its
hardenability and at the same time delay softening during tempering.

Table 2. Chemical composition of the examined heat-treatable steel C45, wt% [1, 8]
C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo

0.42–0.5 0.5–0.8 max
0 4

max 0.03 max 0.035 max
0 4

max
0 4

max
0 1

Static shearing test of adhesive joints was carried out on a testing machine Instron
model 3369 with travel rate Vb = 0.2 cm/min, on the test appliance shown in Figure 2.
The device was placed on a cradle permitting axial loading of the specimen.

Fig. 2. Device for shearing test of adhesive joints of hardmetals with steel
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4. Preparation of adhesive joints with composite bonds

Adhesive joints with composite-structure bonds were made of hardmetals grade B2
mechanically ground (Ra = 0.77 μm) and bodies of C45 steel prepared by milling
(Ra = 1.75 μm). The alien phase in form of networks and powders was added to the
matrix consisting of the anaerobic glue Loctite 638 or the two-component glue
Agomet F330 based on methacrylate resin [9].

Initially, metallic woven gauzes with plain weave were applied. Nickel gauzes of
wire dia. 0.15 mm and square mesh 1.0 mm2 and steel galvanised gauzes of wire dia.
0.25 mm and mesh 0.25 mm2 are shown in Figures 3a and 3b.

       

Fig. 3. Shape and size of nickel net (a) and galvanised steel gauze (b)

Another kind of reinforcement consisted of powders with granulation up to 200
μm. Selection of the powders considered variety of shapes and sizes, their availability
and economic factors. Powders were manually mixed with glue, taking care not to
introduce any air bubbles to the mixture.

The initial filler, producing conditions for designing the other reinforcing phases,
was iron powder showing spheroidal grains with characteristic “accretions”.

The remaining selected fillers were metallic powders NiCr, CuNiZn (argantan)
and non-metallic powders SiC and graphite. The metallic powders were obtained by
pulverising a stream of liquid metal with compressed gas: nitrogen (for CuNiB and
NiCr) or air (for CuZnNi). Chemical compositions of the metallic powders were
(in wt%):
– CuNiB: 0.05% B, 3% Ni, rem. Cu,
– NiCr: 80% Ni, rem. Cr,
– CuZnNi: 0.2% Si, 10% Ni, 48% Cu, rem. Zn.

Chemical compositions of all the powders were checked by local EDX analysis.
Exemplary characteristic radiation spectra and results of analysis in wt% for iron
powder are shown in Figure 4a and for NiCr alloy in Figure 4b. The analysis showed
that the two reinforcing powders were respectively: pure iron and the alloy 77.8% Ni
plus 22.2% Cr (wt%).
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Fig. 4. Characteristic radiation spectra and EDX analyses in wt% for iron powder (a) and NiCr (b)

Kind, grain size, shape and bulk density of the applied powdery fillers are given in
Table 3.

Table 3. Kind, grain size, shape and bulk density of the applied powdery fillers [1]
Kind of the

filler Grain size μm Grain shape Bulk density
kg/m3 · 10–3

Fe <200 spheroidal, irregular 2.92
CuNiB <100, single grains <200 spheroidal 6.35
NiCr <120, single grains <200 spheroidal 5.09

CuZnNi <160 jagged 3.38
SiC <100 crystalline 1.76

Graphite <200, single grains <500 flaky 2.91

Figures 5 to 10 show characteristic grains of powdery fillers used for reinforcing the
glue matrix.

5. Static shearing test of adhesive joints with composite bonds

Tests carried out on adhesive joints with bonds modified with metallic woven gau-
zes of plain weave did give the expected results. For each kind of the adhesive rein-
forced with nickel or galvanised steel gauze, the shear strength values were much
lower in comparison with analogical non-reinforced bonds (for Agomet F300 Rt =
27 MPa) and did not exceed 15 MPa. That resulted generally from missing interaction
between the gauze wires and surface irregularities of the adhesive materials, as well as
smaller quantity of adhesive present directly between the gauze wires and surfaces of
the adhesive materials [10]. Cohesion forces of composite bonds reinforced with wire
gauzes were much higher than the adhesion forces. The adhesive joint made with
Agomet F330 reinforced with nickel gauze is shown in Figures 11a and 11b. Each
time, the joints showed adhesive nature of fracture, with residues of adhesive and
gauze on the steel surface, see Figure 12.
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Fig. 5. Shape of iron powder grains (a, b) Fig. 6. Shape of CuNiB powder grains (a, b)

Fig. 7. Shape of NiCr powder grains (a, b) Fig. 8. Shape of CuZnNi powder grains (a, b)
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Fig. 9. Shape of SiC powder grains (a, b) Fig. 10. Shape of graphite powder grains (a, b)

For powdery fillers, it was necessary to determine preliminarily the most profitable
fraction of the additional phase for that the adhesive joint showed the highest me-
chanical strength. As the filler for initial tests, iron powder was selected, added in
quantities of 20, 40, 60, 67 and 80 wt%. The joints were made with a glue gap s = 0.45
mm. Results of shearing test of adhesive bonds with various iron filler fraction are
shown in Figures 13 and 14. For comparison, results for filler-free bonds are also
shown.

Fig. 11. Joints B2-C45 made with Agomet F330 reinforced
with nickel gauze 0.15/0.15 mm (a, b)
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Fig. 12. Adhesive nature of fracture of adhesive joint with nickel gauze
as reinforcing phase, adhesive base – Loctite 638

Fig. 13. Shear strength of adhesive bonds with various fractions of iron filler, Loctite 638

Fig. 14. Shear strength of adhesive bonds with various fractions of iron filler, Agomet F330
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It results from the performed tests that the highest shear strength was obtained for
the bonds containing 67 wt% of iron powder (40 vol%). With 67 wt% of filler in an-
aerobic glue, the shear strength increased by ca. 65% in comparison with filler-free
bonds, and for methacrylic glue Agomet F330 the rise of Rt reached nearly 50%.

For further tests of reinforcing adhesive bonds with metallic and non-metallic fill-
ers, the powder fraction of 40 vol% was selected. Due to variability of materials and
shapes of the powdery fillers, joints with adhesive bonds containing 60 vol% of addi-
tional phase were also prepared for comparison.

Fig. 15. Shear strength of adhesive joints with composite bonds depending on filler type in 40 vol%,
glue Agomet F330, gap s = 0.45 mm

Fig. 16. Shear strength of adhesive joints with composite bonds depending on filler type in 60% obj.,
glue Agomet F330, gap s = 0.45 mm

Subsequent shearing tests of adhesive joints B2-C45 with composite bonds were
performed using the methacrylic glue Agomet F330 only (with gap s = 0.45 mm) that
permits obtaining higher shear strength in comparison with the anaerobic glue Loctite 638.
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As fillers, CuNiB, NiCr, CuZnNi, SiC and graphite powders were used. Results of
static shearing test for 40 vol% fraction of powdery fillers are shown in Figure 15 and
for 60 vol% fraction – in Figure 16. For comparison, results for joints with adhesive
bonds modified with iron powder are also shown.

The highest values of shear strength Rt = 43 MPa were obtained using the rein-
forcing phase in form of CuZnNi. This can be explained by irregular shape and the
most developed powder surface, cooperating with surface irregularities of the adhesive
materials, see Figures 17a and 17b.

Fig. 17. Irregular shape of CuZnNi powder cooperating with surface irregularities of adhesive materials

Most of the fillers added in 40 vol% resulted in increased shear strength in compari-
son with filler-free bonds (up to 60% rise for CuZnNi). At 60 vol% of filler,
a clear increase of shear strength could be obtained for CuZnNi powder only. For the
remaining fillers, the obtained values were close to those for the filler-free bonds, i.e.
Rt = 25–30 MPa, or even less for the CuNiB powder. Lower strength parameters for
the bonds reinforced with the CuNiB powder can result from its high bulk density of
6.35·10–3 kg/m3, what makes its volume fraction in the adhesive bond lower than of
the others by 55% in average. Volume and weight fractions of all the used powders are
settled in Table 4. In most cases, the joints showed adhesion fractures, except for the
bonds with the graphite filler showing cohesion-type fracture. Microscopic observa-
tions of composite bonds showing cohesion fracture confirm the literature data [11]:
the fracture surface runs in the matrix, omitting the reinforcement.
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Table 4. Comparison of volume and weight fractions of the applied powdery fillers [1]
Filler Fe CuNiB NiCr CuZnNi SiC graphite

40 vol% 67 wt% 81 wt% 69 wt% 69 wt% 54 wt% 66 wt%
60 vol% 82 wt% 90 wt% 83 wt% 83 wt% 73 wt% 81 wt%

Attempts to prepare adhesive bonds with 80 vol% of reinforcing phase failed, be-
cause for most of the composites some problems occurred with proper mixing the
components and wetting the fillers with glue, and the obtained shear strength values
were always lower than the analogical values obtained with no reinforcing phase.

6. Summary

Increase of cohesive interaction in adhesive bonds was examined using reinforcing
fillers in form of metallic gauzes and powders of variable materials with differentiated
grain shapes. Reinforcing adhesive bonds with plain-woven metallic gauzes is profit-
able for their cohesion, however at the same time the gauzes reduce the quantity of
adhesive directly between the gauze wires and the joined surfaces, and moreover they
do not interact with the material irregularities. This results in reduced shear strength of
composite adhesive bonds by ca. 50% in comparison with non-reinforced specimens.
This is a completely opposite interaction to that found in soldered joints. Joints of
hardmetals brazed with C45 steel reach the shear strength increase up to 100% in
comparison with non-reinforced specimens [10]. The reason is that a reinforced sol-
dered weld participates in the joint deformation to a larger extent than an adhesive
bond reinforced with a gauze.

Cohesive interaction of adhesive bonds with powdery fillers with granulation up to
200 μm was evaluated on the ground of static shearing test. At the first stage of the
research, proper width of the glue gap for the iron filler was determined. The gaps in
the adhesive joints were fixed with no distance or with spacers dia. 0.2 and 0.4 mm.
The measured gaps were 0.25, 0.45 and 0.65 mm, respectively. The highest shear
strength of 39.9 MPa was obtained for the joints with 0.45 mm gap and that gap was
used in the further tests. In the case of powdery fillers, the shear strength values of
adhesive joints depend mostly on fraction, kind and shape of reinforcement. In the
performed examinations, the best results were obtained for the bonds with 40 vol% of
CuZnNi powder with developed and jagged structure, for which twofold increase of
shear strength was obtained in comparison with the filler-free bonds.
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Klejowe połączenia kompozytowe węglików spiekanych ze stalą

Najnowsze osiągnięcia w dziedzinie klejenia oraz przetwórstwa tworzyw sztucznych
umożliwiają uzyskanie materiałów klejowych o korzystnych właściwościach: wysokich para-
metrach mechanicznych, zwiększonej przewodności cieplnej, małej oporności elektrycznej,
zwiększonej sztywności, ograniczonych naprężeniach wewnętrznych czy redukujących proces
pełzania [1–2]. Pozwala na to budowa kompozytowa klejów, tj. spoiw wzbogaconych udziałem
napełniacza – dodatkowej fazy o różnej wielkości, rodzaju i udziale. W pracy omówiono wpływ
zbrojenia klejów napełniaczami ciągłymi i proszkowymi na wytrzymałość na ścinanie połączeń
klejowych. Przedstawiono również wyniki badań z wykorzystaniem mikroskopii elektronowej
oraz analizy EDX.
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Problems with analyzing operational data uncertainty
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The paper deals with problem of uncertainty of information and data obtained during operation and
maintenance processes of technical system. The notations of uncertainty are discussed. The classification
of uncertainty mathematical models is shown based on generalized information theory by G.J. Klir. Three
examples of analysis of operation data uncertainty are shown: comparison of reliability measures obtained
from statistical data and expert opinions, analysis of uncertainty of expert opinions about failure reasons
and possibilities of use fuzzy measures.

Keywords: technical system, operation, data, uncertainty

1. Introduction

The problem of uncertainty concerns various areas of human activity. Uncertainty
is a term used, for example, in philosophy, statistics, economics, finance, insurance,
psychology, or engineering. Examples of the areas where the uncertainty estimation is
crucial are, among others [9]:

• investing on the financial markets, or at the stock exchange, making business
decisions such as exchange interest rates,

• projecting/participation in games, particularly in gambling where randomness is
the fundamental of the game,

• weather forecasting – common is taking into account the level of uncertainty in
the forecasting,

• physics – in different situations, uncertainty has been applied as a law, for
example in Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,

• metrology – uncertainty (accuracy, measurement error) of measurement is the
central question in valuation of dispersion which can be ascribed to the result of
measurement.

While evaluating the functioning of a technical object, fundamental is
determination of measurement errors if this determination can be done through
measuring conducted with the use of a measuring instrument. The measurement
uncertainty usually consists of numerous factors. Some of them can be determined by
means of statistical distribution of many measurement’s results. Other factors are
estimated on the basis of probability distributions known from other experiences or
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other sources of information. The most common procedures of calculating the
measurement uncertainty have been discussed in [4].

Measurement uncertainty depends on a number of factors [4]:
• incomplete definition of the measured quantity,
• imperfect realization of the measured quantity definition,
• incomplete knowledge of the environmental influence or of the imperfect

measurement of the environmental conditions,
• instrument reading errors,
• inaccurate measuring instruments manufacture, their inaccurate functioning, etc.
• inaccurate data received from the external sources: the values attributed to the

standards and reference materials, calculation constants,
• imperfection of the measuring method.

Traditionally, in the experimental research, distinguished are [3, 13]:
• systematic uncertainty – caused by not taking into account an important factor

which  influences the value of the measured quantity,
• random (statistical) uncertainty – influence of measuring instruments

imperfection, their sensitivity and definition, as well as of the research method and
other factors influencing the measurement result,

• major error resulting, for example, from passing erroneous information about the
measurement result in other units, or from the error concerning the measurement range
of the  measuring instrument, etc.

The most relevant evaluation of an appliance’s usefulness for performing the tasks
set to it can be achieved in research carried out in real operational conditions. There are
several kinds of research which are described as “operational” [7]. Normally, the notion
of the “operational research” stands for the research on a machine’s operation. The aim
of such research is to evaluate characteristics of the machines operational process.

The research on the complete technical objects (systems) in their natural
operational environment is carried out by means of the statistical methods (from the
observation of randomly selected objects, conclusions about all the objects of a par-
ticular kind – of the general population – are drawn) or expert methods (data is
provided by people regarded as experts).

Basic difficulties in conducting the experimental research result, among others,
from [15]:

• conditions complexity of the environment where the examined objects work,
• the examined objects complexity, which makes application of the reductionism

rules impossible,
• the absence of the generally accepted rules of conducting similar experiments.
The objective of the operational research is to obtain data necessary for

determining the operational and reliability characteristics, or verifying the indicators
values conformity with the requirements provided in the technical documentation or in
trade agreements. The operational research program includes acquiring and processing
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the data, as well as evaluating the research results and their use. The acquisition and
processing of data requires developing a suitable information system. The structure of
the system depends on the quantity and quality of the accessible sources of
information describing the process of machine operation.

 STATE DIAGNOSIS

RESEARCH DOCUMENTATION 

INFORMATION MEDIUM 

INFORMATION COLLECTIONDATA PROCESSING

RESULTS PRESENTATION

RESULTS UTILISATION

  BUCKET WHEEL EXCAVATOR   LOADER
  COACH   VAN
  INLAND BARGE   TRUCK
  BUS

1

Fig. 1. Degree of computer aided of machine dependability tests

An example of a possibility of errors at particular stages of the operational research
has been shown in Figure 1. Analysis of the reliability data uncertainty was based on
research of 7 objects such as [7]: trucks, buses and coaches, barges, loaders, and
excavators. The degree of particular computer enhanced stages of the reliability
operational research has been presented. Value 1 means that a given research stage is
fully computerized and its conduct features no human interference. At the stage of the
state diagnosis and documentation of the research such enhancement was not
introduced. It was decided that in a situation of high reliability of the computer work,
the basic factor lowering the certainty of reliability evaluation is a possibility of
introducing errors and mistakes by the human at the early stages of research.

2. The notion of uncertainty

Generalizing the problem of getting information about a technical system operation
(information can, and sometimes has to, come not only from the measurements, but
also from the historical statistical data or from the expert’s opinion), the question of
information uncertainty ought to be mentioned. The notion of information uncertainty
has not been definitely determined. According to the classical Shannon’s information
theory (Figure 2), information is defined in terms of uncertainty reduction achieved by
a relevant action [5].
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Uncertainty is normally understood as:
• the degree of conformity with the reality [1],
• the absence of relevant information for undertaking the considered decision [14].

U1 – U2 
 

INFORMATION 

A priori uncertainty 
U1

A posteriori uncertainty 
U2

ACTION 

Fig. 2. Uncertainty-based definition of information [3]

The effect of using uncertain information may be such that the same results will be
interpreted differently by different analysts. It is also thought [1] that information
concerning the surrounding world is inaccurate, incomplete or uncertain. Inaccurate
information means that there are no definite limits of values ranges, to which the
variable included in considered information should belong.

Another problem is communicating uncertain information. Used is a term of
concluding inference [7] if a relation between the uncertainty degree of premises and
a degree of a conclusion’s certainty is defined. The role of the concluding inference can
be compared to the role of estimating the error by formulating an empirical problem.

Analysis of the information loaded with certain degree of uncertainty, in the
literature of the problem ([1] for instance) is called uncertainty evaluation. Analyzing
the influence of uncertainty of the hypotheses assumed for modelling, for example,
characteristics of a technical system is called [1] sensitivity study.

The most important reasons of uncertainty of information characterizing an object
are connected with [7, 15]:

• uncertainty concerning parameters (e.g., little statistical sample and a broad
parameter interval, data extrapolation from one object to another),

• uncertainty concerning modelling (models of phenomena are approximate, parti-
cularly when it comes to the influence of the system environment’s or of the human’s),

• uncertainty resulting from the inexhaustive character of the phenomena analysis
(the analyst cannot be totally sure whether all important factors concerning events and
their interactions were taken into consideration).

In the literature devoted to the problem of information uncertainty describing the
functioning of a technical system ([13] for example), it is common to distinguish two
uncertainty categories: the epistemic uncertainty and the aleatory uncertainty. The
epistemic uncertainty results from the lack of the basic knowledge on the core of the
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analyzed problem. The aleatory uncertainty stems from the variability in a known-
observable population, and represents “in-born” randomness of a phenomenon.

Distinctions between the aleatory and the epistemic uncertainty is considered [10]
very useful from a practical viewpoint, because the epistemic uncertainties are generally
reducible through obtaining more and more knowledge. Therefore, if we know what part
of uncertainty in the external information comes from the epistemic sources of
uncertainty, then we know that the uncertainty is, in general, removable (or at least
reducible), while the part which results from the aleatory uncertainty is irreducible.
Analysis of sensitivity is a tool for the research on how various uncertainties influence
the external information, and whether it is possible to determine the range of reducing
uncertainties coming from the epistemic sources.

So far, a general method of modelling uncertain information has not been
developed. In the problem literature [7], mainly the numerical approach is exposed.
Used are various categories of certainty factors. A crucial and difficult task is to
determine the appropriate interpretation of the certainty degree measures applied.

Often, uncertainty is identified with risk [12]. The important differences between
the notions of risk and uncertainty need to be emphasized. There are fundamental
differences in dealing with the phenomena depending on which of the two approaches
is really used. It may turn out that the measurement uncertainty or the real risk, as the
two notions ought to be used, is applied in a far different way than the immeasurable
problems, which are not at all an effect of uncertainty.

Risk is well defined, for instance [12], whereas the point of uncertainty cannot be
specified in such a well-founded way. What is more, the uncertainty degree often
cannot be reduced by adding/completing more information on phenomena from the
research on the causes and effects [6].

There are other uncertainty measures, for example in [2]:
• stochastic, risk is uncertainty for which probability can be calculated (from the

past statistics, for example) or at least mathematically estimated (by forecasting events
scenarios),

• insurance, risk regards only the negative uncertainty (the one causing loss or
damage),

• cognitive psychology, uncertainty can be real or can be only a question of
perception such as expectations, threats, etc.

3. Mathematical models of uncertainty

In order to determine usefulness of particular uncertainty measures, three basic
principles of uncertainty management have been formulated in the general information
theory [5]:

• the minimum uncertainty principle,
• the maximum uncertainty principle,
• the invariable uncertainty principle.
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The minimum uncertainty principle is basically arbitrary [5]. This principle makes
it easier to select meaningful alternative solutions out of the set of solutions obtained
through solving a problem, where certain amount of the starting information is
inevitably lost (for example the problem of acceptable simplifications or obtaining
contradictory solutions). According to this principle, accepted are only those solutions
for which information loss is as little as possible. It means choosing the solutions of the
minimum uncertainty.

The maximum uncertainty principle is important for the problems of the surplus
concluding [5]. In this case of concluding, conclusions are not drawn from the
conditions. It means that in  the surplus concluding used is all information accessible
from a particular data source, but it must be made sure that no extra information (not
coming from the particular data source) was unintentionally added. Whatever conclusion
drawn from the concluding should maximize the particular uncertainty in a range of
limitations representing given conditions. This principle guarantees full recognition of
our lack of knowledge when attempts are made at concluding beyond the information
range defined in the given conditions, and at the same using all the information included
in the conditions. The principle also guarantees maximum non-committance of
concluding if the information not included in the conditions is taken into account.

The invariable uncertainty principle (also named the principle of keeping
information) was introduced in order to facilitate the crucial modifications among
various uncertainty theories. According to this principle, the amount of uncertainty
and of the information connected to it should be saved in every modification of
uncertainty from one mathematical model to another.

Generally, modelling the uncertainty consists in looking for certain measure which,
in relation to a described quantity, would determine the dispersion/range of the
quantity acceptable in a concluding process. Mathematical models of uncertainty are
classified according to different criteria by different authors who deal with this
problematic.

Table 1. Structure of uncertainty models [5]
Formalized set theories

Nonclassical
Non-

standard
fuzzy

set

Uncertainty theory Classical Standard
fuzzy

set
...

Additive Classical probability theory 1 8
Possibility and necessity measures 2 9

Sugeno λ-measures 3 10
Dempster – Schafer theory 4 11

Choquet measures of order n 5
Interval valued probability distributions 6 12

Monotonic
measures Non

additive

General lower/upper probabilities 7
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measures of 
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8. Probability of fuzzy 

events 

11. Fuzzified
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4. Choquet

measures of 

order∞

Fig. 3. Uncertainty theories [3]

Applied are for instance:
• relations between the accessible information and the object’s state [8, 14],
• variability range of the data concerning the object [12],
• information theory (general) [2, 5].
In the general version of the information theory, two generalizations necessary to

build a formalized uncertainty structure have been used, namely:
• generalizing the classical measure theory in the monotone measure theory,
• generalizing the classical set theory in the fuzzy set theory.
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Such a two-dimensional possibilities structure of formalizing uncertainty models
has been depicted in Table 1.

Columns of this matrix represent different kinds of formalization of the set theory,
and particular lines refer to the monotone measure theory. Each element of the matrix
represents a model/theory of uncertainty of a certain type. Numbering the matrix cells
indicate 12 mathematical uncertainty models which are presently well developed.

Development, in a sense of generality of particular theories has been shown in Figure 3.
The classical uncertainty theories are [2, 5]:
• the possibility-based uncertainty theory,
• the probability-based uncertainty theory.
These theories are developed through the application of the fuzzy sets and the

imprecise probability theory.
Each problem requires the employment of a different theory which would enable

expressing our lack of knowledge and would protect us against ignoring accessible
information whatsoever.

4. Examples of operational process uncertainty evaluation

4.1. Expert opinions versus statistical estimations

Analysis of the research data gathered in the process of machine operation [7]
made it possible in the first place to relate uncertainty of the gathered information to
the procedure of its gathering.

Comparison of the reliability measures estimated by an expert and calculated on
the basis of the statistical data was carried out for the bucket ladder excavators
operating in open coal mines in Poland. For this, indexes Ka and Kt were applied:

Ka = λe/λd,     (1)

Kt = Te/Td,   (2)

where:
λe – parameter of the object damage stream estimated by an expert,
λd – parameter of the object damage stream calculated on the basis of the SNK

system database,
Te – working time to the exchange of the object estimated by an expert,
Td – working time to the exchange of the object calculated on the basis of the SNK

system database.
The calculations were done for particular functional systems of the machine and

the excavator as a whole. It was stated that the estimations and calculations are of the
same value

H1: Ka = 1;      H2 : Kt = 1  for α = 0.05.   (3)
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The test results have been set out in Figure 4.
The data proves the summary evaluation of the machines correct (the interval

considered). The expert showed a tendency to optimistically evaluate the reliability of
the object, namely estimated lower damage intensity and higher durability than it was
shown in the calculations based on the statistical research. Apparently, the expert’s
opinion is better in relation to the failure damage than to the durability of particular
units of the machine.
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Fig. 4. Relations of estimations expert/statistical data of time to replacement

4.2. Failure occurrence foresight

Possibilities of the failure characteristics evaluation were specified on the basis of
the statistical data from the operational research conducted on the city buses reliability
[7]. The information gathered concerned, among others, such damage characteristics
as: form, cause, and the way the damage was repaired. The results of the evaluation
were compared to the subjective evaluation of the damage form.

For particular elements of the engine, experts determined various forms of its
damage. Two kinds of errors are possible:

• determining the damage form which cannot occur in a particular element,
• disregarding the damage form which occurs in a particular element.
The experts’ estimations (E) were compared with the operational research results (B).

The analysis results were set out in Figures 5–7 in a form of indexes NE,B (E = 0, 1;
B = 0, 1) determining:

• N0,0 – the damage form, according to the expert, is impossible and did not appear
in the research,
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• N1,1 – the damage form, according to the expert, is possible and appeared in the
research,

• N1,0 – the damage form, according to the expert, is possible but did not appear in
the research,

• N0,1 – the damage form, according to the expert, is impossible and appeared in
the research.

Fig. 5. Failure characteristics of exhaust subsystem

Fig. 6. Failure characteristics of engine

Cases N0,0, N1,1 indicate that the expert’s evaluation is correct; case N1,0 can be the
expert’s error, but it can also be caused by too short a time of the operational research;
case N0,1 is an error. The share of the correct expert’s opinions exceeds 80%. The
number of errors made falls in the range of 1–2%. Similar estimations were obtained
in the operational research.
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Fig. 7. Failure characteristics of lubrication subsystem

4.3. Uncertainty measures evaluation

A much more difficult problem is the attempts at deciding about usefulness of the
mathematical uncertainty models. Positive are experiences with the application of
the fuzzy sets logic in the quality evaluation of physical quantities, object and
system states, as well as their comparison. The fuzzy logic is based on the
application of fuzzy sets. The difference between a binary set and a fuzzy set
consists in the fact that in a normal set each element either belongs to it or not,
whereas in the case of a fuzzy set we have to do with a notion of membership to the
set on certain level (affiliation level) [8, 13]. The membership function of a fuzzy set
A is a function which attributes a membership level to each x element belonging to
the numerical space of consideration X. The membership function’s value is in
a range from 0 to 1, where 0 means zero membership level to a particular set, and 1
– a full membership.

A fuzzy number L of a – b type is represented by four (a, b, α, β). The first two
parameters indicate the range in which the membership function reaches value 1; the
third and fourth parameter indicates the left and right width of distribution. The
membership function is defined as follows:
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The possibilities distribution function is specified [8] for a statement that the
value of variable y is the fuzzy element L. The function assumes value p( y) being
a possibility of the fact that y is a value of L. The numerical values of the
possibilities distribution function and the membership function of a fuzzy set is
equal:

p( y) = µL(x) for each y = x.   (5)

Possibility measure of the fact that a fuzzy set A contains fuzzy number L equals:

MM(A) = max o∈O [min [p (o), µL(o)]].   (6)

The notion of necessity measure was introduced in order to specify the absence of
possibility of statement A:

MK(A) = min o∈O [max[1– p (o), µL(o)]].   (7)

Statement A, the necessity measure of which is MK(A) = 1, is a completely true
statement. Statement A, the necessity measure of which is MM(A) = 0, is a completely
false statement. Necessity measure values MK(A) and possibility measure values
MM(A) can be considered as limitations of the quantity determining the validity
degree (certainty coefficient) of statement A.

As an example, used can be the results of work [11] the aim of which was to
develop a system that would support the decision-making process in the inland
transport of the over-dimensional freight – selection of a proper vessel for particular
cargo.

Membership functions have been attributed to particular regulations of the
expertise system. For example, to the question of “cargo length”:

• does not exceed 38 meters,
• does not exceed 40 meters,
• does not exceed 50 meters,
• does not exceed 63 meters?
If the answer is:
• 38 meters – the system will attribute such coefficients as:
• 38 meters – 1.0,
• 40 meters – 0.8,
• 50 meters – 0.4,
• 63 meters – 0.0.
For the answer “50 meters” it will be:
• 38 meters – 0.0,
• 40 meters – 0.0,
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• 50 meters – 1.0,
• 63 meters – 0.435.
For the answer “63 meters” it will be:
• 38 meters – 0.0,
• 40 meters – 0.0,
• 50 meters – 0.0,
• 63 meters – 1.0.
While applying the uncertainty function, at every moment one can check which

certainty coefficients are attributed to particular answers by the system. The expertise
system screen corresponding to the question has been presented in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Fuzzy membership function to the question of “cargo length” [11]

5. Conclusions

Selecting the method of defining uncertainty of the knowledge on technical
systems operation still is and will be a crucial problem in creating the knowledge base
from the research data. The basic doubts which occur by using the above discussed,
relatively simple way of determining the epistemic uncertainty refer to:
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• the absence of an unequivocal interpretation of determining the uncertainty
measures,

• impossibility of the experimental verification of their correctness,
• one-way processing (concluding): from the symptoms drawn are conclusions

about the causes, without the possibility to conclude in the opposite direction,
• application of the same rule in different branches of the same deduction tree.
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Problemy analizy niepewności danych eksploatacyjnych

Omówiono wybrane problemy z przeprowadzeniem analizy niepewności danych eksploata-
cyjnych. Przedstawiono różne sposoby definiowania pojęcia niepewność. Pokazano klasyfika-
cję modeli niepewności bazującą na ogólnej teorii informacji sformułowanej przez G.J. Klira.
Przedstawiono przykłady prowadzonych analiz niepewności danych wykorzystując wyniki
własnych badań eksploatacyjnych. Pokazano analizę porównawczą oszacowań wskaźników
niezawodności na podstawie zgromadzonych danych statystycznych oraz opinii ekspertów.
Omówiono możliwości oceny charakterystyka procesu eksploatacji przez ekspertów. Przed-
stawiono sposób budowy rozmytych miar w procesach decyzyjnych dotyczących użytkowania
maszyn.
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In the case of diagnosed system with widespread characteristics, the elementary Diagnostic Equivalent
Rd, considered as to be a standard object of observation, is an important facilitating factor. When the fre-
quency of diagnoses has been determined for a standard subassembly, this equivalent permits to define the
indispensable quantity and quality of simultaneously working diagnosers. Notions of diagnostic potential
and diagnosability are proposed, based on systems-based definitions of knowledge and skills. The definition
of a diagnostic tandem is introduced. The whole is illustrated by an application example in a MS conveyor.
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1. Introduction

In substance, technical systems are correlated with various areas of science [1–3].
In technical systems, all the information concerning the Manufacturing System (MS)
process is delivered in a computer science based way through different signals [3–7].
If such systems fail, when unrecognizable signals are reaching it, when no signals are
reaching it, or when the delivery of information is disappearing – and such situations
are unavoidable for different reasons – the possibility exists of utilizing for diagnostic
purposes the knowledge about the events that have caused those atypical states. Such
type of knowledge is extraordinarily helpful for the SYSTEM in critical states and
situations, when a threat or an emergency state of the object, a threat of the process, of
system safety and the like appears [8–16].

Technical practice implies a concretization of analyses on the basis of real objects.
There exists also an opposed command – an analysis of a technical object should be
possible for generalizing and applying in other systems, not only in technical systems.
Profits have been repeatedly confirmed, resulting from verifying theoretical consid-
erations in practice before executing the successive theoretical step, and turning back
to a generalization after practical verification.

In technology, we agree to use suitable methods that have been applied and verified
in other domains. The manufacturing system (MS), for the analysis of which systems
principles have been used, is an example of a processing object from the intersystem
point of view. The analysis performed on a generalized object (widespread system)
has been adapted to an exemplary, real M-system, and the final, concretized conclu-
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sions of the analysis have been processed into useful conclusions for a generalized
object (widespread system).

When diagnosing widespread M-systems, an attempt is made to use standard diag-
nosing methods being applied in typical machines. Transferring habits, methods,
methods and uses on such systems leads to a reduction of the efficiency of the diag-
nosing process.

The level of technical differentiation and of innovative saturation of widespread
MS is an essential problem during making design decisions when implementing the
diagnostic system. Modern assemblies are generally adapted to a diagnostic monitor-
ing of states; older systems do not have such tools. During renewal works that are
performed in different time periods, assemblies were introduced that are of a different
level of technical advancement, also what concerns diagnosability. The designer of
a new working machine, the designer of the renewal of such machine or of the ex-
ploitation system for MS, have to make many decisions facilitating the adaptation of
the diagnoser.

When making such decisions, particularly in the case of the widespread properties
of the working machine being diagnosed, the elementary diagnostic equivalent Rd will
be an important facilitating factor.

The diagnostic equivalent is treated as a standard observation object, being diag-
nostically indivisible. In this paper, I will consider the synthesis of the diagnostic equiva-
lent for widespread working machinery as to be an example of systems analysis. A method
of selection of a diagnoser for a MS conveyor is the basic purpose of this scientific
work. In the case of widespread characteristics of the machine being diagnosed, a fa-
cilitating factor is the diagnostic equivalent Rd, considered to be a standard object of
observation and to be indivisible from diagnostic point of view. When the frequency
of diagnoses for that standard will be determined then, for a greater quantity of objects
of diagnosis, the equivalent permits to determine the necessary quantity and the qual-
ity of simultaneously acting diagnosers. Method of synthesis of diagnostic equivalents
of diagnosers for widespread MS conveyor will be proposed.

2. Diagnostic equivalent

The diagnostic equivalent for widespread MS is an indicator of the necessity of
performing diagnosis, when the object is diagnosed in the form of a multiplied or/and
continuous structure.

Main assemblies in the being diagnosed complex systems – for example, in ma-
chine systems, a single reduction gear – are proposed as a basis of the standard of the
equivalent at a concrete stage of technology development. It can be assumed that
a segmentation of the basis of the equivalent standard will occur into elements that
are, so far, lower from systems point of view, as a result of an increase of the possibil-
ity of application of a set of sensors, without intervening, in arbitrary fragments of the
material structure of machines.
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In machine the structure of the present standard is composed of two shafts, a pair of
toothed wheels, four bearings and auxiliary, negligible from diagnostic point of view ele-
ments – all these parts being built in housing. The subassembly consisting of the pair of
bearings on the shaft with the toothed wheel is proposed as standard for the equivalent. A
characteristic feature of that standard is the fact of existence of bearing elements of the
shaft as well as of the kinematic pair of higher order in the pair of toothed wheels.

A simple, complete set of tools and of diagnostic knowledge – the DIAGNOSER –
requires always time for executing the process of diagnosis.

If one technical diagnoser set is at the disposal of the decider, and if one standard
basic subassembly is observed, then the time of diagnosis must be shorter than the
time between potential damages of the diagnostically observed object. This results from
the necessity to be in advance of failures or of an exploitation change of state as
a result of the diagnostic decision.

When the indispensable frequency of purposeful diagnoses for a standard unitary
assembly has been determined then, in the case of a greater quantity of diagnosis ob-
jects, the diagnostic equivalent permits to determine the necessary quantity and the
quality of simultaneously functioning diagnosers.

The number of diagnosers functioning at the same time results from the necessary
frequency of diagnoses being repeated on a concrete subassembly that is compatible
with the diagnostic equivalent. For examples of mechanical assemblies and systems,
the values of diagnostic equivalents Rd are mentioned in Table 1 [11, 13].

Table 1. Values of diagnostic equivalents Rd for mechanical assemblies
Pair of bearings on a shaft with a toothed wheel Rd = 1,

Simple-stage gear Rd = 2,
Two-stage gear Rd = 3,

Worm gear Rd = 2,
Runner Rd = 1,

Assembly of 6 runners Rd = 6,
Drum of conveyor Rd = 1,

Electric motor Rd = 1,

Conveyors (with belt, rollers, runners, etc.) Rd = from several to several
hundred of thousands

A singular object can be diagnosed by laboratory methods even on the working
site; that can be performed in extraordinary situations (failures, building a space of
diagnostic parameters, etc.) that cannot become, however, a general rule.

Table 2. Diagnosing methods for certain values of diagnostic equivalents [10–16]
Rd < 10 Unitary, laboratory, scientific tools.

10 < Rd < 100 Unitary tools for an object, inspection elements.

100 < Rd < 1000 Locally multi-task tools, unitary for objects with
important quantity, testers, inspection elements.

Rd > 1000 Displaceable testers.
Rd >>> 1000 All kinds of tools, testers, diagnostic agents, etc.
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It is necessary to apply economically justified methods. The situation is different in
the case of widespread working machinery when the user is ready to incur costs in
order to assure an appropriate level of safety. Basing on experience, methods of syn-
thesis of diagnosers of such machines are proposed [16]. Values of diagnostic equiva-
lents Rd determine diagnosing methods; see Table 2.

The above example of the shaft with a toothed wheel is useful for typically me-
chanical objects.

Widespread MS are complex machine systems with different media of power flows.
For such systems, it is necessary to build other diagnostic characteristic factors –
Rd-type. That concerns, in assemblies of MS, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric systems,
etc. A synthesis of diagnostic characteristic factors for a particular system must con-
nect two categories of knowledge – the knowledge about the object and the knowledge
about possibilities of diagnosing (diagnostic tandem, see hereinafter). When taking
into account the present-day rate of changes of both these categories, synthesizing the
characteristic factor must be permanently updated. Thus, the construction of the diag-
nostic characteristic factor depends upon the knowledge:

• about the object – systems category, process category, widespread property, com-
plexity, teleological feature, and especially “information covering” in time, space as-
pect as well in the aspect of quality,

• about diagnosing possibilities – costs, timing, and especially “capability to infor-
mation covering” in time, space aspect as well as in the aspect of quality.

3. A widespread object of diagnosis – manufacturing system conveyor

As an example – MS conveyor was chosen. Construction structure elements, drums
with drive, rollers and/or runners are basic groups of being diagnosed assemblies of
MS conveyors. There exist an immense number of examination methods, among them
diagnostic methods, of assemblies and elements of widespread objects, in the case of
roll – runners’ conveyors; there is a lack, however, of an evident methodology of se-
lecting a purposefully dedicated diagnoser for a concrete conveyor in a concrete tech-
nical situation.

What concerns technical objects of a transportation system, necessary to be diag-
nosed, two of them require a special consideration: the great quantity of the runners or
the rollers and its supports. The other objects are easy diagnosable in the whole range
of existence. The special treatment of runners – rollers investigation results from: ac-
cess difficulties and physical widespread characteristics, high speed, indeterminacy
and unpredictability of failures, vulnerability, inaccessibility of visual (thermal) ob-
servation of ground run and difficulty of observation in places of transformation of the
handled material.

Even in the case of typical supports and bearings of runners, excellent, extended
methods of testing and of observation exist, however, in principle, for laboratory con-
ditions or also on the working site but with expensive and unitary tools. Their special
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treatment results also from: difficulties what concerns a simultaneous access to all the
structures, distribution on hardly accessible sites, inaccessibility of observation of the
ground run in places of transformation of the handled material, and important vulner-
ability.

The above-mentioned innovative saturation of conveyors is an essential problem.
When introducing new assemblies – unitary or multiplied assemblies – the necessity
of using advanced laboratory methods and tools for the synthesis of characteristics and
boundary values is to be taken into consideration.

The evidenced here causes force to leave the conventional treatment of the diag-
nosing process of widespread objects. Design methods can be proposed that are based
on simple table morphologies; these methods do not pretend to be complete and do not
assure the selection of the best solution. The presented considerations can only be
a basis and starting point for a concretization of the design of diagnosing tools in
a known technical situation. The presented examples concerning a roller – runner con-
veyor can be adapted to other widespread objects. A tester on a mobile element for
diagnosing stationary objects is the simplest example.

An inversion of the situation of the tester on a mobile element for diagnosing sta-
tionary objects will be a tester on a stationary element for diagnosing mobile elements
[11–15]. It is also possible to have the tester on an external object for a remote diagno-
sis of mobile and stationary elements. Beside a migratory or stationary tester (micro-
phone), the introduction of failure markers can also be considered: labels (of point,
line, plane), dyes, adhesive elements, diagnosis agents, etc. Another problem that is
not analyzed here concerns the logic of causes and places of damages (failures). Tech-
nical methods of diagnosing can be limited to economically acceptable methods.

After failure diagnosis (identification) – counteracting can cover action or preven-
tion. An action consists in reacting in the situation of a developing, being diagnosed
failure, but that requires a perfect observation. Prevention not requires such a recon-
struction of thinking about designing rollers, bearings or supports so as to assure that
they become adapted to a continuous diagnosing or supervising. In the traditional ap-
proach to the construction of conveyors, the user does not undertake diagnosing works
because of supposing an inefficiency of such activity.

The computation of the diagnostic characteristic factor Rd for a concrete system,
which permits to define diagnosing methods, is decisive for the use of two categories
of knowledge, about the object and about diagnosing possibilities. These two knowl-
edge categories form the so-called “diagnostic tandem”; this notion will be shortly
described further in the article.

4. Diagnostic tandem

The diagnostic tandem is a label of the pair: Object-based knowledge – diagnostic
knowledge, evolving in time or, in other words, a notion that determines the indispen-
sability of active coexistence of two categories of knowledge of the diagnoser. The
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object-based knowledge determines the necessary area of observation that is a domi-
nant element of all decisions, e.g. concerning the creation of the diagnostic character-
istic factor. The diagnostic knowledge concerns tools (from methods up to technical
means), e.g. for a unitary characteristic factor. The model of diagnostic tandem can be
applied in the synthesis of the Rd index.

Knowledge increases diagnosability and diagnostic potential (see definitions be-
neath) through an increase of diagnostic information possible to be acquired during the
accepted existence of the object. There exists, in the machine (conveyor), a spectrum
of signals resulting from energy – existence potential. That is a multidimensional space,
being partially observable. During a stabilized exploitation, its image is generally line-
arly variable for small gradients of changes. In each direction of the vector of signals,
conventional values exist (for instance states: good/satisfactory/admissible/failure/...)
and their limits that require a reaction of the decider. Beside signals resulting from the
potential, other non-typical signals can appear, generally being externally forced by
a technical (or not technical) situation. These signals should also be observable in ranges
of threats for the process or the object.

In order to perform the diagnosing process, skills are needed, in this case being
determined by the capability of executing tasks in a well-known (to the decision
maker) and suitable way. The “capability to execute tasks in the well-known way”
concerns realization knowledge; and the “capability of executing tasks in the suitable
way” concerns decision knowledge.

Two categories of knowledge are always used: the theoretical knowledge – about
methodologies, methods, time-based decisions, actions, and the practical knowledge –
skills for deciding, selecting a method, the time of execution, the timing, the realiza-
tion algorithm, etc.

The notions of skills and knowledge are conjointly treated, because, in the inter-
esting observation process, knowledge is necessary that requires skills for using it;
skills without the necessary knowledge become useless.

Each observation of the structure of an object or of the quality of the process being
realized – in its whole or its components – requires suitable skills – capability of sys-
tems intervention, or action-oriented knowledge being used in action (for intervening).
For the observer, knowledge can be treated as a feature of his structure.

When summarizing these considerations, it can be stated that knowledge, motiva-
tion, time, energy and the technical situation permit to take advantage of skills. That is
a certain action potential supported by possibility of distinguishing proper conditions
and conditions of the environment (deciding possibility).  The skills themselves are
valueless, or have only a potential value; their real value is manifested during the ac-
tion-based realization of the purpose. Designing with regard to diagnosability is car-
ried out in the criterial space of diagnoser, object – process, decider and realizer –
actioner.

The realization triad: knowledge → skills → (process) realizing, is ordered by the
principle: action through knowledge creates skills. That is against the logic of algo-
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rithm creating, but it is a process of the type: trials → errors → correction. Skills are
a synthesis of knowledge and action. Action without knowledge creates habits, gener-
ally with a low efficiency. Realization – action must not always result in realization –
effect.

5. Purposes of diagnosing MS conveyors

The goals of the diagnosing process have to be defined first of all, according to its
morphology, in the form of fundamental problems that are not developed in a detailed
way in the morphological table.

A path in the morphological table determines the kinds of diagnoses. A concrete,
defined, generally unitary diagnoser transmits the necessary information for support-
ing the action of the diagnostically observed object. The other side of the diagnostic
tandem – object-based knowledge – is the knowledge about the roller-runner con-
veyor.

When diagnosing the object, i.e. the MS conveyor system, its whole structure, com-
ponents, their cooperation, etc. (elements, properties, systems relations) are diagnosed.
The determination of the state for defining process capability is the purpose of diag-
nosing. In the conveyor of MS, that concerns construction elements (supports), drives
and rollers-runners.

During diagnosing the MS transportation system-process (on conveyor), the course,
algorithms, dynamics, total and partial results are diagnosed. The purpose consists gen-
erally in forecasting for controlling the developing process, in order to avoid undesir-
able states or to assure functioning within optimal limits.

What concerns conveyor diagnosing processes, the following considerations should
be taken into account:

• transformation of the conveyor (structures, supports, drives, controllers, regula-
tors, diagnoser, auxiliary equipment).

• transformation of information in controllers, regulators, diagnosers.
Diagnostic evaluation of the process or object can take place in different situations

(before functioning, during functioning and after functioning), with possible combina-
tions according to the phase of existence of the object and the time position of the
diagnoser (phase reference point). Each situation requires separate diagnostic methods
resulting from the diagnostic potential of the object.

The diagnostic potential is a sum of diagnostic information being consciously re-
ceived by the diagnostician, and being possible to be acquired during the accepted
existence of the object. The diagnostic potential determines the possibility of diag-
nosing the object trough all channels. This potential should be defined and estimated;
then the possibility of use of that potential should be evaluated. After the evaluation, it
should be adapted to information needs of the decider.

This potential is controllable because, beside information resulting from diagnostic
signals of existence and functioning (process and accompanying signals), it is possible
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also to acquire forced signals. The use of the potential is controllable by a regulation
of the diagnosability. In the case of information resulting from signals of existence and
functioning (process and accompanying signals), the potential can be subject to ex-
haustion [16] – the functioning potential of the object is subject to an irreversible ex-
haustion. In the case of information resulting from forced signals, the information
diagnostic potential is not subject to exhaustion because it does not depends upon an
irreversible exhaustion of the functioning potential of the object.

Diagnosability is a part of the diagnostic potential that is possible to be used in a de-
termined situation (time, means, knowledge, media, etc.). Diagnosability is based on
diagnostic potential. Diagnosability determines the possibility (for instance, by prob-
ability) of a positive end of the diagnosing process. Measures of diagnosability can be
similar to measures of information capability or systems controllability.

Then – the diagnostic tandem is always necessary. The use thereof for a synthesis
of the diagnostic equivalent must concern problems that are indicated in the morphol-
ogy of diagnosis of conveyors.

The differential method is a typical example of a system-based application of the
generalized method of state evaluation. This method, well known in medicine is trans-
ferred into other domains. The most advantageous feature of the method is the possi-
bility of diagnosing without knowledge about the object of observation. Apparently,
that is contradictory with regard to the idea of the diagnostic tandem, the lack of
a concretized knowledge results, however, from the necessity to possess knowledge
about the generalized object of diagnosis.

The use of the differential method reduces the Rd equivalent at least to half the
value.

In a conveyors, special tools can be proposed to compare images, learning with an
incorporation of dedicated media, as magnets, gravimeters, balances, measuring in-
struments, cameras, microphones. For roller-runners conveyors, conditions of applica-
tion of the method exist, namely:

• the following kinds of assemblies and elements appear: similar, generally identi-
cal or identical from a multi-criterion point of view, among them from construction
point of view – assemblies and elements being driven by the same power flux,

• there exists a potential of: creation of standards, their interchange and replace-
ment, rejection, redundancy for uncertain situations, confirmation of inferring logics,
overloads, changes of trends and their creation, degradation characteristics, failures
and catastrophes.

Return to systems generalization from the differential method:
• for machines, by use of well-known observation techniques (identity of proc-

esses),
• for technical systems with similar space structure (linear widespread characteris-

tics of object distribution), by application of methods of signal acquisition,
• for generalized systems with multiplied structure (train of structurally identical

objects), by transfer of the differential algorithm.
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6. Example

A conveyor is composed of (without determining the quantity of objects): a driving
rollers – runners with drive, passive rollers – runners, coupling elements; stabilizing
runners; limit stops; elastic supports and others (reducers, motors, controllers).

Recommendations that concern an application of the Rd equivalent result from the
presented table. As the conveyor is composed of systems with heterogeneous history
and thus with corresponding different degradation characteristics, it is necessary, in
the preliminary phase of exploitation and up to acquaintance with and stabilization of
dynamics of degradation, to select differentiated tools of diagnostic observation for
following kinds of objects:

• well-known, new, unitary objects (e.g. motoreducers), well-known, degraded, uni-
tary objects (e.g. reducers),

• well-known, new, multiple objects, being known on the basis of exploitation ex-
perience (e.g. supports with rollers–runners, of modern type), well-known, degraded,
multiple objects (supports with runners, of traditional type),

• new, unitary objects, which the users learn to know (e.g. reducers),
• degraded, multiple objects, which the users learn to know (e.g. auxiliary motors),
Let us consider, as examples, two categories of objects:
• well-known, degraded, multiple objects (e.g. supports with runners, of traditional

type) – in the situation being analysed:
200 supports, 240 runners with two rolling bearings in each support,
then Rd = 200 × 240 = 48 000,
for the supports, the equivalent Rd = 48 000 (according to table 1, Rd > 1000 –

displaceable testers), it determines the necessity of an intensive use of advanced dis-
placeable diagnostic tools with possibilities of real time observing and diagnosing an
important quantity of objects.

• new, unitary objects, which the users learn to know (e.g. new type reduction spur
gears) – in the situation being analyzed:

10 three-stage reduction spur gears,
then Rd = 10 × 4 = 40,
for the three-stage reduction spur gears the equivalent Rd = 40 (according to table 1,

10 < Rd < 100 – unitary tools for an object, inspection elements), it determines the
necessity of advanced unitary diagnostic tools with possibilities of real time observing
and diagnosing few of objects.

The traditional approach indicates the necessity of a more precise observation
of reducers, although the value of Rd is not high. It can appear that arguments
concerning high costs of their purchase, renewal, etc., justify such reasoning.
However, exploitation experience shows that there is a systems equivalence of
simple bearings of reducers and of runners of supports. Their failure causes com-
parable exploitation costs – in the case of a degradation of a reducer bearing, that
signifies a high cost of renewal of an unitary reducer; but in the case of a failure of
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a support – that causes the costs of renewal (replacement, reconstruction) of a greater
section of supports and, also, of other expensive assemblies, even the purchase of
a new conveyor.

An intensive application of advanced diagnostic tools with possibilities of observ-
ing and real time diagnosing in the case of a great quantity of objects will permit to
create knowledge about degradation of support elements. An analogical reasoning
indicates a necessity of précising diagnosing methods in the case of reducers, in the
aspect of diagnostic tools being technically coherent with testers of supports, for cre-
ating knowledge about characteristics of degradation of reducers.

It is possible to propose displaceable testers in the form of thermovision cameras,
as well as WBA methods for a diagnostic localization of failures of bearings or for the
evaluation of degradation; the same tools can be used for diagnosing reducers. Sug-
gestions concerning a technical concretization of diagnostic activity through morpho-
logical methods can be found in works [13–15].

In the phase of exploitation, after a stabilization of the dynamic characteristic of
degradation, and after the acquaintance thereof, a trial of unification and simplification
of diagnosing methods for all objects of a conveyor can be undertaken (of both above
discussed, and the other objects being neglected here); however, the necessity of their
differentiation is to be taken into account.

7. Summary

A method of selection of a dedicated diagnoser for a MS conveyor in a technical
situation was the basic purpose of this scientific work. A trial is made of the use, for
diagnosing widespread MS, of standard diagnosing methods being applied in typical
machines. The transfer of habits onto widespread systems leads to a reduction of the
efficiency of the diagnosing process. In the case of widespread characteristics of the
machine being diagnosed, a facilitating factor is the diagnostic equivalent Rd, consid-
ered to be a standard object of observation and to be indivisible from diagnostic point
of view (e.g. a shaft with a toothed wheel, the shaft being equipped with bearings).
When the frequency of diagnoses for that standard has been determined then, for
a greater quantity of objects of diagnosis, the equivalent permits to determine the nec-
essary quantity and the quality of simultaneously acting diagnosers. Methods of syn-
thesis of diagnostic equivalents of diagnosers for widespread manufacturing system
conveyor have been proposed.

The whole of considerations in this work has been realized according to systems
principles of following type: generalization – concretization, concrete – generalization
on example. The following notions have been proposed: diagnostic potential (it is the
sum of diagnostic information of which the diagnostician is aware, information that is
possible to be acquired during the accepted existence of the object, and that deter-
mines the possibility of diagnosing the object through all channels), and diagnosability
(part of the diagnostic potential that is possible to be used in a determined situation,
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that appears on the basis of the diagnostic potential and that determines the possibility
of a positive termination of the diagnosing process in the case of a multi-criterion
evaluation) – based upon systems definitions of knowledge and skills.

The definition of the diagnostic tandem has been introduced – as an evolving in
time pair: object-oriented knowledge – diagnostic knowledge; this pair determines
the indispensability of action-based coexistence of categories of knowledge of the
diagnoser. The whole has been illustrated by an application example in rollers –
runners’ conveyor.
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Ekwiwalent diagnostyczny rozległego systemu produkcyjnego

W przypadku rozległego systemu produkcyjnego, niezbędne jest wykorzystanie współczyn-
nika Rd – ekwiwalentu diagnostycznego, określającego konieczność wykorzystania większej
ilości systemów diagnostycznych. Gdy określi się częstotliwość obserwacji jednostkowego
zespołu w systemie, określenie jakości i ilości niezbędnych diagnozerów staje się proste.
Wprowadzono definicje kilku istotnych czynników procesu diagnozowania – potencjału dia-
gnostycznego, tandemu diagnostycznego, itp. Całość zilustrowano przykładem diagnozowania
przenośnika w systemie produkcji.
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The paper presents the process of selection the foundation instalment alternative, which have to be
the most appropriate and safe for building which stands on the aquiferous soil. The selection is based
on a set of criteria: costs of instalment, instalment duration, the complexity of decisions, advantages
and disadvantages of decisions, transferability and maintainability of installed foundation system, past
experience implementing the approved decisions, etc. The criteria for evaluation and their importance
are selected by taking into consideration the interests and goals of the client as well as factors that
influence the efficiency of construction process and safety of future building. The solution of problem
was made by applying Additive Ratio ASsessment (ARAS) method. The proposed technique could
further be applied to substantiate the selection of effective alternative of structures, technologies, in-
vestments and etc.

Keywords: foundation, selection, evaluation, decision making, alternative, weights, operation research,
multiple criteria, MCDM, Additive Ratio ASsessment, ARAS

1. Introduction

Technological progress and innovation in civil engineering, management, and con-
ditions of life level yields an enormous influence over economic activity, employment
and growth rates. There is an increasing complexity and interplay between all issues
associated with property management decisions [1].

Existing buildings are a “mine” of raw materials for new buildings [2]. However,
refurbishment projects generate enormous risks of works, are complicated processes,
and are a set of processes in which is dominated uncertainty and heuristics. There is
hardly to obtain accurate and exact information. Furthermore, refurbishment project is
intrinsically unique and subject to its environment. In this way refurbishment differs
from new buildings projects.

The Roman philosopher Seneca said “Nothing is certain except the past”. It is nec-
essary to learn about criteria determining both development and downfall of feasible
alternatives [3]. In a mono-criterion approach, the analyst builds a unique criterion
capturing all the relevant aspects of the problem. Such a one-dimensional approach is
an oversimplification of the actual nature of the problem. All new ideas and possible
variants of decisions in real world must be compared according to a set of multiple
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conflicting criteria [4]. MCDM is one of the most widely used decision methodologies
in the sciences, business, and government worlds, which are based on the assumption
of a complex world, and can help to improve the quality of decisions by making the
decision making process more explicit, rational, and efficient.

In practical construction projects are complex systems are usually quite difficult to
be designed, because large amount of multidisciplinary knowledge and needs multi-
disciplinary operations research techniques. Operations research is based on four main
assumptions:

• the problem situations exist as realities and not depend on decision maker and
aims of problem solution [5];

• the analysis o problem is objective (not related with different viewpoints of
stakeholders, contractors, final user and impact on environment) and described only by
quantitative data [6–7];

• all participants of decision making seeks optimal solution [6];
• the solutions are clearly optimal and can be implemented without complications

[8].
The multiple criteria decision making is a model that allows the analysis of several

preference criteria simultaneously. As the economic, environmental, social and tech-
nological actors must be considered further development needs to be given attention to
sustainability [9–11]. Life cycle assessment approach seeks to determine and measure
impact of all actors, applied materials, constructions, technologies, and maintenance
“from cradle to grave”. However, prices do not incorporate all information about ma-
terials and products. There is some agreement that criteria describing feasible alterna-
tives are dimensions, which are important in determining preferences. Their studies
aim at choosing appropriate solution between possible actions, strategies and feasible
alternatives.

The construction process is influenced by many factors [12]. The analysis of
structures with different parameters plays an important role in structural design and
optimization modelling [13]. The relation between architects and human being and the
role of places in creation of human architecture are needed to find the proper solution.
Problems can only be solved if people have some basis for comparison [14]. This ap-
plies to all the stages and parameters (e.g. development, infrastructure, execution time,
the resources required, etc.) of the investment construction project being implemented.
Collaboration of the project's participants is the main condition ensuring the effective
management of a construction project [15].

MCDM researches in civil engineering and management is dominated in the
Lithuanian-German-Polish triangle (Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Poznan
University of Technology, and Leipzig University of Applied Science) [16–18]. There
are lot of even sophisticated issues in collaboration with specialists representing other
domains of science (e.g. mathematicians) [19]. Techniques and planning methods and
decision making methods develop dynamically [3, 20–34].
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2. Multiple criteria methods for problem solution

The problem of decision-maker consists of evaluating a finite set of alternatives in
order to find the best one, to rank them from the best to the worst, to group them into
predefined homogeneous classes, or to describe how well each alternative meets all
the criteria simultaneously.

Classical methods of multiple criteria optimization and determination of priority
and utility function were first applied by Pareto in 1896 [35]. Methods of multiple
criteria analysis were developed to meet the increasing requirements of human society
and the environment. Keeney and Raiffa [36] offered the representation theorems for
determining multiple criteria utility functions under preferential and utility independ-
ence assumptions. Seo [37] suggested a multiple criteria decision making method that
was concerned with balancing some conflicting objectives in a hierarchical structure.
Saaty [38] showed the global importance of solving problems with conflicting goals
by using multiple criteria models and presented decision making models with incom-
plete information.

Meuthe and Scanella [39] pointed that there are many different methods of multiple
criteria analysis which can be recommended depending upon the circumstances of
decision making. In an MCDM approach, first it is necessary to define the problem
clearly, and then identify realistic alternatives. It is important to define the actors in-
volved in the decision making, select the evaluation criteria, and evaluate each alter-
native according to the set of criteria. Next, an MCDM method is selected to aggregate
the performance of each alternative. The need of comparing MCDM methods and the
importance of the selection problem were first recognized by MacCrimmon [40] who
suggested taxonomy of MCDM methods. There are many comparative studies pre-
sented in scientific research works. Guitoni and Martel [41] proposed a methodologi-
cal approach to select an appropriate MCDM method to a specific decision-making
situation. Computations of different examples reveal the fact that evaluation outcome
depends on both choice of utility function and its parameters [42].

There are many ways to classify MCDM methods. The classification of MCDM
methods according to the type of information based on the Larichev’s [43] proposal is
given bellow:

• methods based on quantitative measurements. The methods based on multiple
criteria utility theory may be referred to this group (TOPSIS – Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution [44], SAW – Simple Additive Weighting
[40], LINMAP – Linear Programming Techniques for Multidimensional Analysis of
Preference [45], COPRAS – Complex Proportional ASsessment [46–47], its modifi-
cation COPRAS-G (Complex Proportional ASsessment method with Grey interval
numbers) [48–50], and ARAS (Additive Ratio Assessment) method [27].

• methods based on qualitative initial measurements. These include two widely
known groups of methods, i.e. Analytic Hierarchy Methods (AHP) [38] and fuzzy set
theory methods [51].
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• comparative preference methods based on pair-wise comparison of alternatives. This
group comprises the modifications of the ELECTRE [52], PROMETHEE [53], UTA [54],
MUSA [55], AKUTA [56], TACTIC [57], ORESTE [58] and other methods.

• methods based on qualitative measurements not converted to quantitative vari-
ables. This group includes methods of verbal decision-making analysis [59, 43] and
uses qualitative data for decision environments involving high levels of uncertainty.

An alternative in multiple criteria evaluation is usually described by quantitative
and qualitative criteria [60]. The criteria have different units of measurement. Nor-
malization aims at obtaining comparable scales of the criteria values. Different tech-
niques of criteria value normalization are used. The impact of the decision-matrix
normalization methods on the decision results has been investigated by many authors
[61–68].

3. A new Additive Ratio Assessment (ARAS) method
in multiple criteria decision-making [27]

Sustainable development and environment can be influenced by major accidents
[69–70]. Many constructional processes are carried out by machines working together
and forming technological systems. For process design purposes most important are
the effectiveness ratios relating to the profits and losses stemming from system use
[71]. In order to rank alternatives and select the best alternative a new ARAS method
will be used. The typical MCDM problem is concerned with the task of ranking a fi-
nite number of decision alternatives, each of which is explicitly described in terms of
different decision criteria which have to be taken into account simultaneously [72–73].
According to the ARAS method, a utility function value determining the complex
relative efficiency of a feasible alternative is directly proportional to the relative effect
of values and weights of the main criteria considered in a project.

The first stage is decision-making matrix (DMM) forming. In the MCDM of the
discrete optimization problem any problem to be solved is represented by the follow-
ing DMM of preferences for m feasible alternatives (rows) rated on n signfull criteria
(columns):
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where:
m – number of alternatives,
n – number of criteria describing each alternative,
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xij – value representing the performance value of the i alternative in terms of the j
criterion,

x0j – optimal value of j criterion.
If optimal value of j criterion is unknown, then

.preferableisminif,minandpreferableismaxif,max **
00 ijiijijijiijij xxxxxx ==   (2)

Usually, the performance values xij and the criteria weights wj are viewed as the
entries of a DMM. The system of criteria as well as the values and initial weights of
criteria are determined by experts. The information can be corrected by the interested
parties by taking into account their goals and opportunities.

Then the determination of the priorities of alternatives is carried out in several stages.
Usually, the criteria have different dimensions. The purpose of the next stage is to

receive dimensionless weighted values from the comparative criteria. In order to avoid
the difficulties caused by different dimensions of the criteria, the ratio to the optimal
value is used. There are various theories describing the ratio to the optimal value.
However, the values are mapped either on the interval [0; 1] or the interval [0;∞ ] by
applying the normalization of a DMM.

In the second stage the initial values of all the criteria are normalized – defining
values ijx of normalised decision-making matrix X :
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The criteria, whose preferable values are maxima, are normalized as follows:
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The criteria, whose preferable values are minima, are normalized by applying two-
stage procedure:
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When the dimensionless values of the criteria are known, all the criteria, originally
having different dimensions, can be compared.

The third stage is defining normalized-weighted matrix – X̂ . It is possible to
evaluate the criteria with weights 0 < wj < 1. Only well-founded weights should be
used because weights are always subjective and influence the solution. The values of
weight wj are usually determined by the expert evaluation method. The sum of weights
wj would be limited as follows:
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Normalized-weighted values of all the criteria are calculated as follows:
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where:
wj – the weight (importance) of the j criterion,

ijx – the normalized rating of the j criterion.
The following task is determining values of optimality function:
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where Si is the value of optimality function of i alternative.
The biggest value is the best, and the least one is the worst. Taking into account the

calculation process, the optimality function Si has a direct and proportional relation-
ship with the values xij and weights wj of the investigated criteria and their relative
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influence on the final result. Therefore, the greater the value of the optimality function
Si, the more effective the alternative. The priorities of alternatives can be determined
according to the value Si. Consequently, it is convenient to evaluate and rank decision
alternatives when this method is used.

The degree of the alternative utility is determined by a comparison of the variant,
which is analysed, with the ideally best one S0. The equation used for the calculation
of the utility degree Ki of an alternative ai is given below:

,
0S

SK i
i =

      
,,0 mi =

where Si and S0 are the optimality criterion values, obtained from Equation (9).
It is clear, that the calculated values Ki are in the interval [0, 1] and can be ordered

in an increasing sequence, which is the wanted order of precedence. The complex
relative efficiency of the feasible alternative can be determined according to the utility
function values.

4. Case study

Case study presents the process of selection the foundation alternative in redevel-
oping building, which have to be the most appropriate and safe for building which
stands on the aquiferous soil (Figure 1). The aim of problem is to design and install
the foundation and cellar floor structures in the way that will be ensured the reliable
barrier for moisture infiltration in cellar. Some aspects of these problems are presented
in this study. Here was made the assumption that proposed alternatives are thoroughly
investigated, estimated and could be really implemented. The aim of this study is to
show how decision-maker can find the most reasonable alternative having the set of
certain data.

In real life, a decision-maker first of all must to understand and describe the situa-
tion. This stage includes the determination and the assessment of the stakeholders, the
different alternatives of feasible actions, the large number of different and important
decision criteria, the type and the quality of the information, etc. It appears to be the
key point defining MCDM as a formal approach.

The results of the site investigation are presented in a detailed report, which pro-
vides a step-by-step account of the processes undertaken.

The building, which is analysing in this case study, stands on the aquiferous soil.
The area of cellar is 1500 m2. The results of hydro geological analysis had shown that
the lowest altitude of soil moisture is 91.20 m in the middle of the building; highest is
91.95 m in the courtyard of the building. The altitude of floor level of building down-
stairs is 90.82 m. It means that the soil moisture will cover the cellar walls from the
height of 0.38 m till the height of 1.13 m. Consequently, the level of soil water above
the top of cellar floor will be 0.38–1.13 m and above the level of mining founda
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tion pit will be 1.33–1.63 m. Therefore, the foreseen highest level of soil moisture is
3.13 m above the mining level (and 2.63 m above the floor level). Besides, building
cellar will have two different levels – one of them is 0.30 m below. Determined water
flow yield is 10–40 m3 per hour. Direction of water flow is from south to north.

Fig. 1. Structure of the decision support system, based on the ARAS method and SWOT analysis

Experts stated the opinion that the double levelled floor structure of cellar will be
the most expedient and will have a less risk during exploitation. Experts also stated
that due to the complicated conditions in the beginning of the works, technical deci-
sions have to be as simple as possible and unlade by complex details. Experts sug-
gested the following means:

• Excavation should be environed by protective wall in order to make the side
fence for water flow.

• During construction it was recommended to reduce the level of soil water by in-
stalling the additional drainage.

• In existing internal walls beneath the level of finished floor the moisture fences
have to be installed.
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• The double cellar floor plates with drainage layer were suggested to install.
• The junctions of the different zones of double cellar floor plates have to be

moisture protected.
• Recommended to install the drainage well for collection of water, which flows

from drainage layer of floor structure.
• Recommended thickness of double floor plate is about 300 mm, plate have to be

strengthened enough in order to ensure the minimising of cracking and resistance to
water pressure.

Taking into account the aforementioned suggestions and references of experts and
the aim to install the safest variant of foundation and cellar floor structure, the three
following alternatives were considered:

A1) Floor structure of cellar is installing with internal drainage system for mois-
ture collection from internal floor layers. This drainage system is intended to be
constant. Isolation of capillary moisture ensured by installed protection wall (rabbet)
around the building. The additional drainage system, which works only during con-
struction, is not installing. External walls are not strengthening and foundation an-
chors are not installing.

A2) Moisture protection of cellar structures ensuring by installing additional floor
plate aggregated it in double floor construction. The additional floor plate was in-
tended be anchored. Foundation and internal floor structure installing with internal
drainage system for accidental moisture collection. Cellar external walls are strength-
ening to ensure the protection from water pressure in case of flooding. Isolation of
capillary moisture ensured by installed protection wall (rabbet) around the building.
The additional floor layers and better moisture isolation are installing. The additional
drainage system, which works only during construction, is installing.

A3) Foundation and cellar are installing without internal drainage system. Drainage
system works only during construction. Ensuring moisture resistance of cellar struc-
tures by installed of additional ribbed reinforced TT cross-section panels. Foundation
anchors are not installing. Flooring additional layers and better moisture isolation are
installing. Therefore the deepening of foundation is necessary. To ensure the better
resistance of installed structures to pressure of soil moisture the cellar external wall
are strengthening. Ensuring isolation of capillary moisture by installed protection wall
(rabbet).

The brief description of foundation and cellar floor structures instalment is shown
in Table 1.

The advantages and disadvantages of alternatives are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
The courses of action are called alternatives in the model, and they are represented

by consequence sets in the decision problem. The description of possible consequences
of implementation of alternatives (disadvantages, risks and potential losses) is pre-
sented in Table 4.

When all characteristics of alternatives were analysed, the set of criteria for
evaluation was formed.
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The criteria are described below:
• Cost of instalment – criterion covers all costs which appear during installation of

each foundation alternative: costs of internal foundation instalment, costs of strength-
ening of external walls, costs of elevator shaft and pool shell instalment, costs of iso-
lation of capillary moisture and soil moisture, costs of foundation anchors instalment,
costs of instalment of constant drainage system, costs of instalment of additional
structures and layers, costs of deepening structures, unexpected costs.

• Instalment duration – criterion shows the duration of foundation installation work
and is measuring in month.

• Index of advantages – generalized criterion, which meanings were calculated by
adding the comparative weights of advantages described in Table 2.

• Index of loses (risk) – generalized criterion, which meanings were calculated by
adding the comparative weights of disadvantages described in Table 4.

• Complexity of maintenance – generalized criterion, which meanings were calcu-
lated by adding the comparative weights of additional means needed for proper usage
and maintenance of foundation, cellar spaces and equipment inside.

• Transferability of decisions – criterion shows the level on which the means
minimizing the risk of alternative decisions could be applied to each alternative. Its
meanings were calculated by adding the comparative weights of different transferable
decisions.

Table 1. Characteristics of foundation instalment alternatives
Foundation instalment alternativesNo. Foundation instalment works A1 A2 A3

1 Instalment of additional substructures + + +
2 Strengthening of external walls + + +
3 Instalment of elevator shaft and pool shell + + +

4 Isolation of capillary moisture by
 installed protection wall (rabbet) + + +

5 Foundation anchors instalment − + −

6 Instalment of constant drainage system
for accidental moisture collection + + −

7 Instalment of drainage system which
works only during construction − + +

8 Instalment of soil moisture isolation system + + +

9 Strengthening of external walls
 by concreting by perimeter − + +

10 Instalment of additional ribbed
 reinforced TT cross section panel − − +

11 Flooring additional layers − + +
12 Foundation deepening − + +

13 Unexpected costs concerning
complexity of decisions − + +

Remark: here and in following tables 2−4 “+” means work, which is included
in the alternative, and “−” means work, which is not included.
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Table 2. The advantages of alternatives
Foundation instalment alternativesNo. Advantages A1 A2 A3

1 Practically implemented and examined + − −
2 Shortest duration of instalment + − −
3 Minimal instalment costs + − −
4 Not complicated instalment + − −

5 The exploitation of cellar not depend
on run of drainage system − + +

6 Better protection from soil moisture − + −

7 Better resistance of installed structures
to pressure of soil moisture − + −

Table 3. Complexity of exploitation and maintenance of foundation alternatives
Foundation instalment alternativesNo. Additional necessary means enlarging

the expensiveness of exploitation A1 A2 A3
1 The additional source of energy is necessary + − −
2 The additional drainage pomp is necessary + − −
3 The additional space (rooms) is necessary + − −
4 The additional facility is necessary + − −
5 Building insurance is necessary + + +

Table 4. Consequences of alternatives (disadvantages, risks and potential losses)
Foundation
instalment
alternativesNo. Consequences Notation

A1 A2 A3
1 Forced drainage could break if energy source is missing C11 + − −
2 The failure of drainage pomp could appear C12 + − −

3 The failure of drainage channel between
building and well could appear C13 + − −

4 Drainage water well overflows and disallow inflowing water C14 + − −

5 The river overflows, territory floods, water gets
in building over the upper level of soil C15 (C21, C31) + + +

6 Foundation and cellar could be installed
improperly or even not installed C16 (C22, C32) + + +

7 41–62 m2 of space will be lost if external
walls protected from moisture be installed C23 (C33) − + +

8 The bottom layer of cellar floor will be installing 0.5 m below C24 (C34) − + +
9 Longer instalment duration C25 (C35) − + +

10 The additional drainage eliminating
the water between panels is necessary C26 (C36) − + +

11 Foundation, floor and cellar instalment is complex and there-
fore the error occurrence probability is high C27 (C37) − + +

12 Decisions unforeseen all means for protection
of structures from soil moisture and water C17 + − −
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Criteria, their level of optimality (the maximum or minimum value is preferable),
criteria measuring units and their weights wj are presented in Table 5. The criteria sig-
nificance indexes qj are converted to the criteria weights wj as follows:
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where n = 6 is criteria number.

Table 5. Set of criteria for evaluation

Set of criteria Optimal Units of
measure q w

1. Cost of instalment x1 minimum 106 € 7.18 0.171
2. Instalment duration x2 minimum month 7.77 0.185
3. Index of advantages x3 maximum − 7.43 0.177
4. Index of loses (risk) x4 minimum − 9.45 0.225
5. Complexity of maintenance x5 minimum − 6.59 0.157
6. Transferability of decisions x6 maximum − 3.57 0.085

After the calculating the values of criteria the initial decision making matrix was
formed (Table 6). The values of criteria – index of advantages, index of loses, complex-
ity of maintenance, transferability of decisions were determined using expert method.

Table 6. Initial decision-making matrix X*
Criteria

Alternative *
1x *

2x 3x *
4x *

5x 6x

Optimisation direction min min max min min max
Weights of criteria – w 0.171 0.185 0.177 0.225 0.157 0.085

Ao – Optimal value 0.71 4.1 1 0.31 0.42 1
A1 0.71 4.1 0.18 0.72 0.99 0.25
A2 1.33 5.9 0.74 0.31 0.42 0.83
A3 1.45 4.9 0.27 0.65 0.42 0.44

5. The results of multiple criteria analysis

The criteria, whose preferable values are minima, are changed (formula (5), Table 7).
The initial values of criteria were recalculated by applying normalization (formulae (4)
and (5)). That way the discrepancy between the different dimensions of the optimal
values was eliminated. Normalized decision-making matrix (Table 8) was processed
applying the ARAS method (formulae (5)–(10)).
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The calculation results are also presented in Table 9. The most reasonable alterna-
tive according to calculation results is second (A2). The priority order of the investi-
gated foundation instalment alternatives can be represented as (Figure 1):

132 AAA (12)

Table 7. Initial decision-making matrix X with values, which must be minimised,
changed to maximised values

CriteriaAlternative x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
Weights of criteria – w 0.171 0.185 0.177 0.225 0.157 0.085

Ao 1.408 0.244 1.000 3.226 2.381 1.000
A1 1.408 0.244 0.180 1.389 1.010 0.250
A2 0.752 0.169 0.740 3.226 2.381 0.830
A3 0.690 0.204 0.270 1.538 2.381 0.440
∑ 4.258 0.861 2.190 9.379 8.153 2.520

Table 8. Normalised decision-making matrix X

1
x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x

w 0.171 0.185 0.177 0.225 0.157 0.085
Ao 0.331 0.283 0.457 0.344 0.292 0.397
A1 0.331 0.283 0.082 0.148 0.124 0.099
A2 0.177 0.197 0.338 0.344 0.292 0.329
A3 0.162 0.237 0.123 0.164 0.292 0.175

Table 9. Weighted-normalised criteria values of foundation instalment alternatives
(Weighted-normalised decision-making matrix X̂ ) and solution results

1x̂ 2x̂ 3x̂ 4x̂ 5x̂ 6x̂ S K Rank
Ao 0.057 0.052 0.081 0.077 0.046 0.034 0.057 1.000
A1 0.057 0.052 0.015 0.033 0.019 0.008 0.057 0.533 3
A2 0.030 0.036 0.060 0.077 0.046 0.028 0.030 0.801 1
A3 0.028 0.044 0.022 0.037 0.046 0.015 0.028 0.551 2

It means that the best alternative is second, and the worst alternative is the first. It
can be stated that the alternative 2 is only 80 percent of optimal alternative perform-
ance level, and the performance of the worst alternative 1 is only 53 percent.

Although the second alternative has fewer advantages than other alternatives
(Table 2), the same number of disadvantages, potential losses and risks as them has
other alternatives (Table 4), longer duration of instalment and not the minimum cost of
instalment (Table 6), the implementation of this alternative will ensure the less ex-
ploitation complexity and minimise the possible risks.

The reason of such results is the difference of importance of possible consequences
(Table 4) and the number of means and solutions (Table 1 and 2) intended to implement
for minimising the negative consequences. The influence of importance of possible conse-
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quences and the additional incorporated solutions was evaluated during the calculation of
the values of alternatives. Hereby, the additional incorporated solutions make this variant
of foundation more reliable than others and influence the results of calculation.

Fig. 2. Comparison of foundation instalment alternatives performance level

According to the given data on the criteria describing the foundation instalment al-
ternatives, rational solutions about its construction improvement and maintenance cost
reduction can be made. The studies performed help to identify effective parameters of
foundation instalment alternatives, which do not meet stakeholders’ goals and specifi-
cations. The data obtained can also be used for developing and implementing meas-
ures aimed at construction process.

6. Conclusions

Traditional optimization, statistical and econometric analysis approaches used within
the engineering context are often based on the assumption that the considered problem
is well formulated and decision-makers usually consider the existence of a single ob-
jective, evaluation criterion or point of view that underlies the conducted analysis. In
such a case the solution of engineering problems is easy to obtain.

But in reality, the modelling of engineering problems is based on a different kind
of logic taking into consideration the existence of multiple criteria, the conflicting
aims of decision maker, the complex, subjective and different nature of the evaluation
process, and the participation of several decision makers. Recently operation research-
ers have started to embrace the complexity of decision making process and foresee the
innovative perspective, which overcomes the restrictive nature of optimization.

Therefore, MCDM contributes in engineering context through the identification of the
best alternatives according to the problematic chosen, the satisfactory solution of the con-
flicts between the criteria, the determination of the relative importance of the criteria in the
decision making process, and the revealing of the preferences and system of values.
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Overall, the main advantages that the MCDM provides in decision making, could
be summarized in the following aspects: the possibility to analyze complex problems;
the possibility to aggregate both quantitative and qualitative criteria in the evaluation
process; the possibility of good evidence of decisions; the possibility for decision-
maker to participate actively in the decision-making process; and the application of
flexible scientific methods in the decision making process.

According to the newly proposed ARAS method, the utility function value deter-
mining the complex efficiency of a feasible alternative is directly proportional to the
relative effect of values and weights of the main criteria considered in a project.

The priorities of alternatives can be determined according to the utility function
value. Consequently, it is convenient to evaluate and rank decision alternatives when
this method is used.

The degree of the alternative utility is determined by a comparison of the variant,
which is analysed, with the ideally best one.

It can be stated that the ratio with an optimal alternative may be used in cases when
it is seeking to rank alternatives and find ways of improving alternative projects.

In conclusion, ARAS method has a promising future in the construction engineer-
ing field, because he offers a highly methodological basis for decision support. Nev-
ertheless, his success in practice depends heavily on the development of computerized
multiple criteria decision support systems.
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Analiza wielowymiarowa alternatywnego usadowienia fundamentu
przy użyciu metody oszacowania współczynnika addytywności (ARAS)

Artykuł prezentuje proces wyboru alternatywnego usadowienia fundamentu najbardziej od-
powiedniego i bezpiecznego dla budynku stojącego na gruncie wodonośnym. Wybór bazuje na
zestawie kryteriów: koszt usadowienia, okres usadowienia, stopień skomplikowania decyzji,
zalety i wady decyzji, możliwość przenoszenia i konserwacji  usadowionego systemu funda-
mentu, doświadczenie z wdrożenie przyjętych decyzji, itd. Kryteria oceny i ich znaczenie są
wybierane z uwzględnieniem interesów i celów klienta oraz czynników wpływających na
efektywność procesu budowlanego i bezpieczeństwa budynku. Rozwiązania problemu doko-
nano przy zastosowaniu metody ARAS. Proponowana metoda może w przyszłości być zasto-
sowana do uzasadnienia wyboru struktury, technologii, inwestycji itd.
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